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Abstract
Americans Collecting Natural History
by
Herbert Austin Pollard IV

Adviser: Professor Joseph W. Dauben
In the first decades of the nineteenth century, Americans established institutions of science that
called upon the public to donate materials and further the study of natural history. This thesis
examines how resident scholars recruited sailors, merchants, and amateur naturalists to collect
objects and accounts of natural history in South America. In turn, we find that the kinds of education and professional training that young doctors received in antebellum Philadelphia gave
naval surgeons like William S. W. Ruschenberger the skills and temperament to collect objects
that were otherwise considered sacred or taboo. Finally, as medical education in urban Philadelphia divided the labor of medicine between pharmacists and physicians, we find that educators
believed that the study of natural history was necessary to clarify the use and nature of therapeutics. Taken together, naturalists in Philadelphia connected concerns of science and trade in
such a way that even when conducting business abroad, young Americans would convey curious
objects and accounts back to their peers in the North Atlantic. This activity created a diverse network of collectors throughout the Americas, that directed mineral specimens, live plants, novel
medicines, and human bones into Philadelphia’s cabinets of natural history.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In With Sails Whitening Every Sea, Brian Rouleau critiques histories of the United States that
assumed its national identity formed exclusively from a land-based frame of mind. That borders
to the north and south, and coasts to the east and west, demarcated American aspirations for
nation and empire. These histories of U.S. culture and politics were written without considering
the importance of maritime culture in the nineteenth century. Rouleau’s response to this lacuna
was to identify North Atlantic merchants in China and New England whalers in the Pacific, and
examine how their actions and popular writing influenced the culture of the young nation—“A
repetitive appeal to the image of sails whitening every sea thus saturated the country’s speech
at the time.”1 This thesis examines the maritime dimension of natural history collecting in early
American life sciences. There are two things to clarify here before we can move on.
First, by “collecting” I mean the activity of gathering things from nature—minerals, plants,
and animals—or human culture to be incorporated into museums or private cabinets. Much of this
work during the first half of the nineteenth century was specifically the collection of objects like
pressed plants, bird skins, and sea shells. Objects were found or made durable and then brought
inside homes or institutions. It was work that took time and resources, and could be planned or
spontaneous.2 Collecting was done in anticipation of using these objects. The material produced
1. Brian Rouleau, With Sails Whitening Every Sea: Mariners and the Making of an American Maritime Empire
(Cornell University Press, 2014), 4. See also Dane A. Morrison, True Yankees: The South Seas and the Discovery of
American Identity (The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014); James R Fichter, So Great a Proffit: How the East Indies
Trade Transformed Anglo-American Capitalism (Harvard University Press, 2010).
2. Historians of science have discussed how science is shaped or determined by the “making and using of objects
to understand the world.” These scholars encourage us to reconsider the conceptual division so often made between
craft and knowledge, as artisans did engage in experimentation, observation, and generalization about the objects of
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from collecting could be used for pleasure or arrangement. Use for naturalists meant putting
specimens into groups, often by the physical arrangement of representative objects into a system
of classification.3 In the nineteenth century, an increasing number of intermediary agents were
involved in the transmission of objects from the peripheries to urban, political centers. Collecting
has a long history, comprising a significant part of the work done in early modern sciences.4
Second, “life sciences” is used here to describe the different ways of making knowledge
about living things. This includes the natural history of plants and animals, medicine, and agriculture. In the early nineteenth century, the notion of science had not undergone the strong
association with laboratory methods that the rise of experimental physiology brought on in the
latter half of the century.5 John Harley Warner has drawn illustrations from the literature to show
how the public and professionals had multiple views of what science was, and how those views fit
into medicine.6 For the American naturalists, physicians, and pharmacists discussed in this thesis, the disciplines of natural history, clinical medicine, and geography were considered different
scientific ways of producing knowledge about life.7 A botanist might be able to infer the shared
their specialized trades. As craftspeople interacted with doctors, merchants, collectors, and scholars, their practical
work “forged new connections among groups, helped create new identities, brought about new kinds of claims
to authority and intellectual legitimacy, and gave rise to new ways of thinking about the senses, certainty, and
epistemology.” From “Introduction,” Pamela H. Smith, Amy R. W. Meyers, and Harold J. Cook, eds., Ways of Making
and Knowing: The Material Culture of Empirical Knowledge (The University of Michigan Press, 2014), 1–16, quotations
from pages 12–13.
3. The physical cabinets containing objects of natural history functioned to organize specimens and when designed as such, facilitated the incorporation of new items into the established arrangement; see Staffan Muller-Wille,
“Linnaeus’ Herbarium Cabinet: A Piece of Furniture and Its Function,” Endeavour 30, no. 2 (2006): 60–64; Glenn
Adamson, “The Labor of Division: Cabinetmaking and the Production of Knowledge,” in Smith, Meyers, and Cook,
Ways of Making and Knowing, 243–279.
4. Some key pieces of literature on collecting in the history of science are Paula Findlen, Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in Early Modern Italy (University of California Press, 1994); Nicholas Jardine,
James A. Secord, and Emma C. Spary, eds., Cultures of Natural History (Cambridge University Press, 1996); Robert E.
Kohler, All Creatures: Naturalists, Collectors, and Biodiversity, 1850-1950 (Princeton University Press, 2006). See also
Elizabeth B. Keeney, The Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in Nineteenth-Century America (The University of North Carolina Press, 1992); David Elliston Allen, The Naturalist in Britain: A Social History (Princeton University Press, 1994);
Paul Lawrence Farber, Discovering Birds: The Emergence of Ornithology as a Scientific Discipline, 1760–1850 (The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1997); E. C. Spary, Utopia’s Garden: French Natural History from Old Regime to Revolution
(The University of Chicago Press, 2000).
5. William Coleman, Biology in the Nineteenth Century: Problems of Form, Function, and Transformation (John
Wiley & Sons, 1971).
6. John Harley Warner, “The History of Science and the Sciences of Medicine,” Osiris 10 (1995): 164–193.
7. For a broad picture of science in early American history, including natural history and geography, see John C.
Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson (The Iowa State University Press, 1984); George H. Daniels, American
Science in the Age of Jackson (Columbia University Press, 1968). For just natural history, see Paul Lawrence Farber,
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medicinal quality among a particular class of plants. A medical doctor trying to treat his patient
without access to a well stocked pharmacy might need to find a substitute. If an association between botanical class and therapeutic effect holds, then this experience becomes an elements in
the overall knowledge of botany and practice of medicine. The disciplines of natural history and
clinical medicine could be interlaced or distinguished, but they were both sciences capable of
explaining something about living things. These sciences were used, alone or in combination, to
characterize living things and explain differences, development, or death.
The relationship among natural sciences often involved connecting things with places and
qualities—like a plant domesticated in its native country. Some plants, when transported around
the world, no longer yielded their natural products under cultivation in a different climate. People
knew the native properties of these plants through trade—their familiarity with the “commercial
variety” brought in on ships. Thus, to discover deficiencies of locally grown exotics, one had
to make comparisons between those specimens imported and those locally grown. To string
these facts together depended on the plant in hand having documented connections to a place,
a history of human use, and a place in a system of classification. This is what Robert Kohler
calls the “‘thing-y’ particularity of found objects.”8 This thesis examines the history of collecting
shells, skulls, and plants and how they were given their thing-y qualities. The method pursued
is to trace the movement of specimens of natural history—who asked for them, who found them,
how were they prepared, where did they end up—to capture of picture of the process of bringing
objects into comparison from around the world.
Chapter 2 is concerned with how young Americans were invited to contribute to science
by collecting specimens of natural history. The first half covers the lectures, circulars, and newspaper advertisements issued by medical professors, boosters of agricultural improvement, and
natural history societies. These documents advocated collecting among sailors, merchants, and
Finding Order in Nature: The Naturalist Tradition from Linnaeus to E. O. Wilson (The Johns Hopkins University Press,
2000). For how physicians understood medical practice to be an empirical science, see John Harley Warner, The
Therapeutic Perspective: Medical Practice, Knowledge, and Identity in America, 1820–1885 (Harvard University Press,
1986).
8. Robert E. Kohler, “Finders, Keepers: Collecting Sciences and Collecting Practice,” History of Science 45 (2007):
432.
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government agents visiting foreign ports around the world. Authors encouraged young men to
see themselves as part of a history of science, and argued that scientific work was compatible
with professional advancement. The second half introduces the U.S. Navy surgeon William S.
W. Ruschenberger (1807–1895), who was stationed in the Pacific and East Indies during the first
decade of his naval career. Though we know little of his early life, we can infer from his education
in Philadelphia and collecting in South America that he was just the sort of young person that
urban-bound naturalists recruited to materially advance American natural sciences.
From Chapter 2 onward, we follow the ways in which trade and collecting are intertwined. Attention to foreign natural products and industry was explicitly requested by societies
for agricultural improvement, that asked ship captains and supercargoes to collect viable seeds,
domesticated animals, and details on cultivation practices in foreign lands. Ruschenberger described botanical gardens, natural history museums, and schools of medicine in South America—
institutions like those in North America that were collecting, cultivating, and teaching natural
history. Bruce Sinclair describes the culture of science in nineteenth-century United States as
one that resisted national identification, even as Americans believed “that science and democracy had a special affinity.”9 But the “rhetoric of science described an international community of
seekers after truth, undifferentiated by geography,” and thus there could be no American science
of botany, or of geography.10 Ruschenberger also described the collecting practices of slaves in
Brazil, British gentlemen in Peru, and American doctors in Chile who worked or created work
in natural history. By looking into the ways Ruschenberger described the improvements and
obstacles to doing natural science in South America, we consider the idea of an “international
community” that extends beyond the North Atlantic naturalists and their collections.11
9. Bruce Sinclair, “Americans Abroad: Science and Cultural Nationalism in the Early Nineteenth Century,” in The
Science in the American Context: New Perspectives, ed. Nathan Reingold (Smithsonian Institution Press, 1979), 34.
10. Ibid.
11. Some scholarship approaches the history of natural history at the periphery of European empires, in colonial
botanical gardens and naturalization societies; see Lucile H. Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion: The Role of
the British Royal Botanical Gardens (Academic Press, 1979); Michael A. Osborne, Nature, the Exotic, and the Science
of French Colonialism (Indiana University Press, 1994). There are also studies of explorers and naturalists whose
work in the field did not easily fit into the intellectual programs that dominated natural history at European centers
of collection; see Margaret Ewalt, “The Legacy of Joseph Gumilla’s Orinoco Enlightened,” in Jesuit Accounts of the
Colonial Americas: Intercultural Transfers, Intellectual Disputes, and Textualities (University of Toronto Press, 2014),
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Chapter 3 investigates the effect of a collector’s education on the kinds of things that can
be collected. In the eighteenth century, European anatomists had begun investigating the comparative anatomy of humans, advancing early theories of physiognomy and racial difference.12
In the 1830s, the physician-naturalist Samuel George Morton (1799–1851) became interested in
making detailed studies of skull volume, and thus required the collection of these objects from
around the world. But for many Americans, the idea of collecting human remains was morbid and
the practice was taboo.13 This attitude was something students and professors of medicine had to
overcome to pursue anatomical studies. And as a consequence, it was physicians and surgeons
abroad who were best prepared to collect human skulls.
Chapter 4 investigates the activity of intermediary collectors—those who received items
from abroad, but had the privilege of disposing of them as they saw fit. As objects of natural
history with potential use in medicine flowed into Philadelphia, physicians and pharmacists divided the labor of producing therapeutic knowledge. Doctors would be the experts on practice
of medicine and physiology, and the pharmacists would engage in the trade of natural history.
This chapter pulls the thread of commerce and natural history to its conclusion: that the thing-y
nature of these objects included how specimens could be used, blending the lines of scientific
collecting and commercial import.14 Finer judgments about the therapeutic effect or physiological activity of plants became answers to questions of their classification.15 Physician-naturalists
collecting abroad made botanical identification an important element for confidence in commercial therapeutic, and thus invited (or instructed) pharmacists to participate in a common system
of classifying plants. This combination of different ways of looking at any plant—as a specimen,
344–373; Kapil Raj, Relocating Modern Science: Circulation and the Construction of Knowledge in South Asia and Europe,
1650–1900 (Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).
12. William Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots: Scientific Attituted towards Race in America (The University of Chicago
Press, 1960), 25.
13. Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century America
(Princeton University Press, 2002); Suzanne M. Shultz, Body Snatching: The Robbing of Graves for the Education of
Physicians in Early Nineteenth-Century America (McFarland and Company, 2005).
14. The entanglement of commercial interests in knowledge production is also found in the representation, trade,
and consumption of exotic goods during the Dutch Golden Age. See Harold J. Cook, Matters of Exchange: Commerce,
Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden Age (Yale University Press, 2007).
15. Joseph Schiller, Physiology and Classification: Historical Relations (Maloine S.A., 1980).
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a therapeutic, and a trade material—resembles the way that the close proximity and practice of
chemistry, surgery, and clinical medicine created a dynamic community of scientists in early
nineteenth-century Paris who investigated the overlaps between physiology and therapeutics.16
One final comment before this thesis commences: the sources examined here are published travel accounts, medical journals, and manuscripts such as meeting minutes and letters.
But one significant area this thesis doesn’t touch on is the pupil’s experience of a nineteenthcentury education in natural history, and specifically what students thought about the sciences
they were invited to participate in. This thesis considers the things professors told students, but
not how students internalized these ideas. But as Warner describes, there is material available
that can help us understand the other side of the pedagogical conversation: “by and large the
history of medical education remains the history of medical teaching rather than of the process
of learning, but students have often left behind abundant letters, diaries, class notes, and, in more
recent years, scripts from second-year shows that certainly make it possible to trace their perceptions and experiences.”17 The involvement of medical doctors in natural history collecting is
a major theme in the history of the life sciences, and so the investigation of how natural history
was put forward as part of the medical profession helps us better characterize its contributions to
science.18 A more thorough study of natural history collecting during this period should consider
how students responded to the invitation to collect, what they considered important, and what
kinds of reciprocity they expected.

16. John E. Lesch, Science and Medicine in France: The Emergence of Experimental Physiology, 1790–1855 (Harvard
University Press, 1984).
17. Warner, “The History of Science and the Sciences of Medicine,” 185.
18. Harold J. Cook, “Physicians and Natural History,” in Jardine, Secord, and Spary, Cultures of Natural History,
91–105.
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Chapter 2

First Voyage of William S. W. Ruschenberger

In March 1807, Ann Waithman of Cumberland County New Jersey became the widow of captain
Peter Ruschenberger when his ship and crew were lost at sea. On June 18th of that year, their
son William Samuel Waithman Ruschenberger was born. Relocating to Philadelphia to live with
family, Ann Waithman found literary work to support her son’s education, which included Latin,
natural philosophy, and medical studies in Philadelphia and New York.1 This chapter examines
American appeals to natural history collecting at the start of the nineteenth century, Ruschenberger’s early career in the navy, and how connections within the medical and scientific communities helped bring objects and information from across the globe into Philadelphia cabinets and
journals.
Sailing was an unavoidable part of Ruschenberger’s life, and in service of the U.S. Navy,
his travels brought him in contact with ports and states important to U.S. commercial trade.
Here we examine his first station on the U.S. frigate Brandywine, and the political and military
activity in South America at the start of the second quarter of the nineteenth century. In the
following chapter, we consider his return to Philadelphia in 1829, and his subsequent formal
medical education at the University of Pennsylvania. This leads us directly into an element of his
work in science: the ways medical knowledge was implicated in the activity of natural history
collectors abroad.
1. Edward J. Nolan, “A Biographical Notice of W. S. W. Ruschenberger, M. D.,” Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 47 (1895); D. G. Brinton, “Obituary Notice of Dr. William Samuel Waithman Ruschenberger,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 34 (1895).
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But before we venture with Ruschenberger to South America, we should examine briefly
the value of collecting that Americans at home were cultivating for a new generation of naturalists, merchants, sailors, and medical doctors. As the historian of American westward exploration
William H. Goetzmann has observed, the scientific gentlemen of Jefferson’s era understood that
planning expeditions was the best way ensure that exploration yielded “facts of physical and
human nature [organized] into a broadly conceived and generally useful pattern.”2 But where
control gave way to practical concerns of travel and commerce, publicly exhibiting scientific interests was another way to secure by probability that someone would convey objects of natural
history and human culture to the centers of collecting and describing.
2.1

Invitation to Natural History

Philadelphia in the early decades of the nineteenth century was a major port of intellectual exchange between North America and Europe. The city boasted many learned expatriates and
foreign residents. Patrick Kerr Rogers (1776–1828) fled Dublin after the Irish Rebellion of 1798
when he was implicated in republican agitation. Arriving in Philadelphia in August of that year,
he took up work as a tutor and pursued his medical studies at the University of Pennsylvania.
There he met Benjamin Smith Barton (1766–1815), professor of materia medica and natural history at the medical school. In 1802 he earned his M.D., and thereafter delivered some of the first
popular lectures on chemistry in the city and contributed to Barton’s Philadelphia Medical and
Physical Journal.3 Rogers both studied with and tutored Americans, participating in the exchange
of knowledge between Europe and North America. The common story of scientific men as political exiles impressed upon Americans the importance of liberal society for the progress in the
sciences and arts. One of Ruschenberger’s biographers noted that in his youth, he “studied Latin
with an Irishman of culture who had been compelled to leave the country of his birth for political
reasons,” and that hearing “his teacher’s bitter denunciation of English injustice had permanently
2. William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire (Knopf, 1966), 5.
3. Rogers left Philadelphia and was appointed professor at the College of William and Mary in 1819; see William
S. W. Ruschenberger, “A Sketch of the Life of Robert E. Rogers, M. D., LL. D., with Biographical Notices of His Father
and Brothers,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 23, no. 121 (1886): 106–111.
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influenced his political opinions.”4 Though the biographer did not know or communicate the name
of this Irishman, it is unlikely to have been Rodgers, because he relocated to Baltimore in 1812.5
But he was one among many who had found refuge in the city of brotherly love around the turn
of the century. Both the Irish mathematician Robert Adrain (1775–1843) and the English chemist
Joseph Priestley (1733–1804) sought peace and work on this side of the Atlantic, settling in or
passing through Philadelphia. Others traveled to North America not to escape political strife, but
to study the bounty of the continent. The botanist Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (1783–1840)
and ornithologist Charles Lucien Bonaparte (1803–1857) found in Philadelphia a community of
like-minded naturalists.6
The scientific work was not the sole domain of émigrés and foreign residents in Philadelphia. The city was also the seat of medical and scientific learning in the United States. Pennsylvania had a history of colonial and post-revolutionary scientific activity. The University of
Pennsylvania had been established as a college in 1755. Its medical department had its origins
in 1865, when William Shippen Jr. (1736–1808) and John Morgan (1735–1789) convinced Thomas
Penn (1702–1775) and the trustees of the College to form a school for educating American doctors. Shippen was hired on as the professor of anatomy and surgery and Morgan as the professor
of theory and practice of medicine. Adam Kuhn (1741–1817), a student of Carl Linnaeus (1707–
1778), was appointed professor of botany and materia medica.7 During the American Revolution
the College of Pennsylvania temporarily ceased to function, and in 1791 it was absorbed into the
newly formed University of Pennsylvania. Upon his return from earning his M.D. in Edinburgh,
Benjamin Rush joined the school as professor of chemistry in 1769.8 The same year, Barton was
appointed professor of natural history and botany.9
4. Nolan, “A Biographical Notice of W. S. W. Ruschenberger, M. D.,” 452–452.
5. Ruschenberger, “A Sketch of the Life of Robert E. Rogers, M. D., LL. D., with Biographical Notices of His Father
and Brothers,” 111.
6. Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 132, 164, 123, 46.
7. George B. Wood, The History of the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: McCarty and Davis, 1834).
8. Wyndham Miles, “Benjamin Rush, Chemist,” Chymia 4 (1953): 37–77.
9. Joseph Carson, A History of the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania (Lindsay and Blakiston,
1869), 127.
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Looking outside the university, one found naturalists hard at work advancing knowledge
in Philadelphia. Up the Schuylkill, the colonial botanist John Bartram (1699–1777) established a
botanical garden around 1728 that was cultivated into the nineteenth century by his sons William
Bartram (1739–1823) and John Bartram Jr. (1743–1812), and granddaughter Ann Bartram Carr
(1779–1858).10 And it was John Bartram who suggested the formation of a learned society in
Philadelphia, and helped Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790) establish the American Philosophical
Society.11 The astronomer David Rittenhouse (1732–1796), who observed the transit of Venus in
1769, was the Society’s second president. And the artist and naturalist Charles Peale (1741–1827)
exhibited his collection of portraits and natural history specimens in the society’s Philosophical
Hall in 1794. Peale became famous for his skill in preparing bird skins for display and his zeal
in sharing his work publicly throughout the young republic.12 The men of this society helped to
cultivate early American science.
Americans like the Bartrams, Franklin, Rittenhouse, and Peale gave those who followed
them a sense of not just the intellectual potential of the young republic, but also the sense that
nature overflowed with minerals, plants, animals, and natural phenomena yet to be described.
As Barton said to an audience of young men in Philadelphia, 1807: “—in these regions of America, where God has displayed to his children of Liberty and Comforts, the immeasurable variety
and usefulness of his works, for their study, and contemplation, and happiness; in this peaceful
empire, extending widely westward from the shores of the Atlantic to the vast regions that are
washed by the Mississippi, the Missouri, and their streams; and southward from the confines of
Superior, and Ontario, to the borders of the countries of the people of Florida and Anahuac;—how
vast, how new, how felicitous, is the field for observation!!”13
10. William Darlington, Memorials of John Bartram and Humphry Marshall (Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston,
1849), 39; “The Quiet Years” Ernest Earnest, John and William Bartram: Botanists and Explorers (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1940), 162–175.
11. Francis D. West, “John Bartram and the American Philosophical Society,” Pennsylvania History: A Journal of
Mid-Atlantic Studies 23, no. 4 (1956): 463–466.
12. Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 43, 54–59.
13. Benjamin Smith Barton, Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History and on the Best Means
of Promoting the Study of This Science in the United-States (Denham and Town, 1807), 73.
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But professors like Barton could not wander the Americas or freely sail for the tropical
waters of the pacific. They had obligations and professions which kept them busy at home during every season. Rather, naturalists like Barton sought to recruit young men to be their agents
abroad and establish networks of exchange. In 1806, he formed the short lived Philadelphia Linnaen Society and the following year he laid out the best means of promoting the study of nature.14
In this Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, Barton proposed that the
Society print their own Transactions (something that was never done), and the form “a good and
extensive library” and “a museum, or a collection of natural objects, particularly such as belonging to the American continent.” But Barton guided his fellows away from “engaging very
extensively in this business, as there is already established among us” museums and libraries in
Philadelphia. Rather, Barton encouraged the young men of the society to put their energy into
work that took them away from the city. First, he asked them to look to the fields and frontier
of the North America, and collect “specimens of our indigenous Plants, and specimens of our
Minerals.” The goal of arranging the natural history of North America was widely shared among
American naturalists, and Barton encouraged his listeners to contribute by bringing objects from
around the country back to Philadelphia “to the stock of our knowledge of the botany and mineralogy of the United-States.”15
Second, Barton recognized the potential for collecting beyond North America. Many of
the young men in the Philadelphia Linnaen Society were soon to be employed in foreign counting
houses, as supercargoes to the East Indies, or as naval surgeons, and therefore were perfectly
situated to act as correspondents and collectors by means of American commerce throughout the
world.
Some of you are soon to fix yourselves in the most opposite regions of North-America:
while others of you are called by your profession, or urged by your intrepid zeal, into
the distant countries of China, of Java, or of Hindustan. Remember, wherever you
may be, the Philadelphia Linnean Society. Remember this seat of your intellectual
happiness. In answer to those who may whisper to you, that the study of natural
14. Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 47.
15. Barton, Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, 70–71.
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history is incompatible with the regular pursuit of your profession, tell them, and tell
them again, that in all countries, some of the greatest naturalists have been physicians; and not merely physicians, but some of the most eminent clinical practitioners.
Need I mention the names of Withering and Darwin? as proofs of this assertion.16
Barton hoped to make connection between Philadelphia to the rest of the world by directing the young men of the Society and his students at the University of Pennsylvania to “remember
this seat of your intellectual happiness.” Items transported from abroad into collections housed
in Philadelphia might place them among “some of the greatest naturalists.” An extract of the Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, including what is quoted above, was
reprinted in the third volume of Barton’s Philadelphia Medical and Physical Journal to broadcast
this call to collect to audiences beyond the Linnean Society’s membership.17
Barton was not the first American to implore others to gather what was desired for science.
In the early years of the Republic, interest in agricultural improvement drove people in politics
and commerce to pursue domestic and foreign exchange in plants and animals.18 Shortly after
its founding, the New York Society for the Promotion of Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures
encouraged the importation of grains, seeds, cattle, sheep, and fowl from other parts of the world
for domestic cultivation. To this end, the Society solicited the New York Chamber of Commerce
to endorse and distribute a circular with instructions to “captains of vessels sailing from this port
to Asia, Africa, the North of Europe, or the Southern or Western parts of North America.” The
instructions covered both practical and political matter. Captains were advised to ignore tropical
fruit, which was unlikely to thrive in temperate climates. And they were warned to observe the
laws of countries like England and Ireland, where exporting sheep was prohibited.19
16. Barton, Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, 73–74.
17. Benjamin Smith Barton, “Review of a Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, and
on the best Means of Promoting the Study of the Science, in the United-States. Read before the Philadelphia Linnean
Society, on the 10th of June, 1807,” The Philadelphia Medical and Physical Journal 3:165–175.
18. In the nineteenth century, those interested in domestic improved and agriculture aspired to be like chemists,
botanists, and zoologists—to establish a centralized science that could make definitive judgments. See Timothy K.
Minella, “A Pattern for Improvement: Pattern Farms and Scientific Authority in Early Nineteenth-Century America,”
Agricultural History 90, no. 4 (2016): 434–458.
19. “Instructions to Captains of Vessels Sailing to Any Part of Asia, Africa, the North of Europe, the Southern or
Western Parts of North-America,” Transactions of the Society Instituted in the State of New-York for the Promotion of
Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures 1 (1794): xxvi–xxxii.
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One of the founders of this Society, Samuel Latham Mitchell (1764–1831) attempted some
years later to form a national organization for the collection and circulation of plants and animals
in the United States. Elected to congress representing the State of New York in 1801, Mitchell
supported the formation of an American Board of Agriculture in 1803. Mitchell was to be the vice
president of this organization, with James Madison (at that time George Washington’s Secretary
of State) as the president of the Board. Two people were to be appointed in each state of the union
as agents for the exchange of information about plants and animals which were under cultivation
or recently introduced. In a circular, the Board enumerated the a number of queries and made
clear their dependence on work voluntarily done for the improvement of the nation. Having
“laid the foundation for establishing a National Board of Agriculture. Its progress and its utility
will depend on the ardor with which the objects it points to are pursued: every attempt of this
sort will be abortive, every effort nugatory, which is not supported by the aid and co-operation
of intelligent and practical agriculturists.”20 Lacking the support and authorization of congress,
the Board’s activities ceased.21
Mitchell continued to pursue projects of agricultural improvement in New York, and corresponded with persons of similar interests throughout the Unite States. In 1805, the Medical
Society of Charleston formed a botanical garden by subscription. James Simmons of that Society
wrote to Mitchell to express interest in sending plants indigenous to South Carolina in exchange
for any exotic plants available to the botanists or merchants of New York. Simmons’ letter included, and Mitchell reprinted in The Medical Repository, a circular the Medical Society issued
at the custom house of Charleston for “masters of vessels, bound upon foreign voyages.”22 This
20. Telegraphe and Daily Advertiser (Baltimore, Maryland), April 2, 1803.
21. In a review of the published letters of George Washington, Samuel Latham Mitchell wrote that he was surprised
to read an exchange with the Scottish rural economist John Sinclair (1754–1835) on the subject of establishing a board
of agriculture. Washington communicated the benefits of such an institution to congress in one of his speeches, but
(as Mitchell wrote) “the legislature never could be prevailed to act upon” this recommendation. See Samuel Latham
Mitchell, “Letters from His Excellency George Washington to Arthur Young, Esq. F. R. S. and Sir John Sinclair, Bart.
M. P. Containing an Account of His Husbandry, with His Opinions on Various Questions in Agriculture, and Many
Particulars of the Rural Economy of the United States. 8vo. Pp. 128. Alexandria. Cottom & Stewart. 1803,” The Medical
Repository 2 (1804): 51.
22. Samuel Latham Mitchell, “Botanical Garden at Charleston, (South Carolina),” The Medical Repository 3 (1806):
435.
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circular differed from the one mentioned above, issued by the New York Society, in its special
attention to the practical problems of botanical exchange. Here Charleston botanists gave instructions on transporting live plants in boxes designed to protect from the ocean’s spray and to
preserve seeds in “brown sugar, enclosed in a jar, and sealed over.” The instructions were not so
strict as to discourage would-be collectors from experimenting, ending on a note that “any other
mode may be adopted for their preservation, which enlightened foreigners may point out.” This
point, to observe the activities of foreigners or industry of other countries for guidance in what
to collect and how transport plants and animals, was common in instructions to collect.
But soliciting ship captains, supercargoes, and those citizens who read the dailies was
not the only means of recruiting collectors. Barton found the easiest way to make collections
was to actively put young men into the field. In 1806, Barton met a German botanist, Frederick
Pursh (1774–1820), and paid him to do collecting work. Later, Barton employed Thomas Nuttall
(1786-1859), a printer and budding botanist, to collect in the Delaware valley and around the
Great Lakes. Barton helped personally prepare Meriwether Lewis (1774–1809) for his scientific
expedition to the west Coast.23 And from these efforts, Barton had the opportunity to benefit
greatly from the extensive and novel collection of the specimens gathered by independent young
men and Army explorers like Lewis and William Clark (1770–1838).
But Barton was unable to complete his work, a proposed Flora of North America.24 In the
years after his Linnean Society lecture, Barton’s energy could not be effectively split between
recruiting young naturalists, teaching at the University of Pennsylvania, and publishing works
of natural history.25 So the Linnean society vanished and his works on American flora were left
unfinished.26
23. Donald Jackson, ed., Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition with Related Documents, 1783–1854 (University of
Illinois Press, 1962), 52.
24. Greene, American Science in the Age of Jefferson, 260, 203.
25. Simon Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage: The Institutional Structure of Natural History in the New Republic,
1800–1833,” Journal of the Early Republic 8, no. 2 (1988): 116.
26. Philip J. Paul cites anther problem that led to the failure of many American projects to compose a natural
history of this continent: a failing in mutual trust and shared values. See Philip J. Pauly, Biologists and the Promise
of American Life (Princeton University Press, 2000), 21.
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One society that persisted through the early decades of the nineteenth century was the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.27 As Simon Baatz explains in his study of the
early scientific societies of Philadelphia, the Academy embodied a more democratic impulse compared to the American Philosophical Society, “an exclusive organization open only to the wellconnected and socially prominent.”28 At its founding in 1812, the Academy was composed of
men of various special trades: a dentist, a distiller, and a number of chemists and pharmacists.
The Academy’s first home was at John Speakman’s apothecary shop on Second and Market. Here,
members met for weekly meetings to carry on the modest and practical business of the Academy:
to create a pool of common resources for the study of nature, including books, journals, natural
objects, and philosophical apparatuses. To support their work, members organized a series of
botanical lectures aimed at “the Ladies of Philadelphia” in the summer of 1814.29 The success of
this project encouraged repetition, and that next year they commenced a second course of botanical lectures, and then chemical lectures in January 1816.30 During the summer of 1815, Jacob
Gilliams furnished the Academy with a new building, No. 35 Arch Street between Second and
Front.31
In 1817 the Academy issued its own “circular to captains and voyagers,” which gave detailed methods for preparing quadrupeds, birds, fishes, insects, shells, plants, and minerals for
transport and donation to the Academy. The circular closed on two points. The first: that captains and voyagers were invited to visit the Hall of the Academy, No. 35 Arch Street, “where
their museum is deposited.” Secondly: that because the government had “withdrawn all restrictions on the importation of objects of natural history, there will be no difficulty attendant to their
27. From here on, simply termed the Academy. The history of the Academy has been examined by a number
of scholars, including Charlotte M. Porter, “The Concussion of Revolution: Publications and Reform at the Early
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1812–1842,” Journal of the History of Biology 12, no. 2 (1979): 273–292;
Patsy A. Gerstner, “The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 1812–1850,” in The Pursuit of Knowledge in the
Early American Republic, ed. Alexandra Oleson and Sanborn C. Brown (The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976),
174–193; Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage”; Joel J. Orosz, Curators and Culture: The Museum Movement in America,
1740-1870 (The University of Alabama Press, 2002).
28. Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage,” 118.
29. Minutes of the Academy of Natural Sciences, April 26, 1814, quoted in ibid., 121.
30. Philadelphia Gazette April 25, 1815 and December 29, 1815.
31. Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage,” 122.
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introduction”—recognizing the importance of the distinction between objects of natural history
and objects of trade. Captains and merchants need not worry about customs’ issues by importing objects for the Academy that might otherwise have been subject to various fees or under
embargo.32 What had begun as a modest club of professional men was beginning to realize the
extent of its reach, following in the same steps that Barton and societies for agricultural improvement had traversed decades before.
2.2

Collecting for Philadelphia

Ruschenberger was born a week before Benjamin Smith Barton lectured the young men of the
Linnean society on his Principal Desiderata in Natural History, and encouraged them to collect
objects of natural history in the United States and abroad. Ruschenberger was a child when
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia was formed, though as a teen he might have
attended any number of their popular botanical or chemical lectures. Whatever passion for natural history might have seized him would have been encouraged in Philadelphia, if necessarily
subordinated and transformed by more mundane concerns about his career. At 19 years old,
Ruschenberger joined the U.S. Navy as an assistant surgeon, and left Philadelphia with a sense
of the natural bounty in the world waiting to be explored and carried back to the seat of his
“intellectual happiness.”33
2.2.1

Cruise of the Brandywine in the Pacific, 1826–1829

Lacking additional details on Ruschenberger’s childhood, his career began in August 1826, when
he was granted a commission as a naval surgeon. By the end of the month he shipped out aboard
the U.S. frigate Brandywine to serve on a three-year cruise in the Pacific. Leaving New York
City, the Brandywine set out to sea with the U.S. sloop Vincennes on route to relieve the Pacific
32. “Minutes and Related Documents, 1817,” Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, accessed March 26,
2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/6CTbi2. The Academy had received a similar document from the Boston
Linnæan Society the previous year; see Gerstner, “The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 1812–1850,” 176.
33. Barton, Discourse on Some of the Principal Desiderata in Natural History, 73.
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squadron with new ships and crews.34 On their way, the two ships stopped in Rio de Janeiro, the
capital of newly independent Brazil.
Brazil had been part of the Portuguese empire since the beginning of the sixteenth century. In 1807, as Napoleon’s army was within a few days march of Lisbon, The King of Portugal,
João VI (1767–1828), and his court sailed for Brazil to preserve the empire’s sovereignty, even if
abandoning its metropol. Settling in Rio de Janeiro, João VI moved quickly to make Brazil the
new capital of his empire by “issuing decrees that reversed Brazil’s position from that of a backward colony to that of the center of propagation of industry and trade.”35 Among these measures
was the establishment of a botanical garden, with the expressed mission to acclimatize foreign
species for cultivation in Brazil. And in 1809, rewards were offered for persons who acclimatized
“spice trees from India and. . . other plants, either native or foreign, that are valuable because of
their uses in pharmacy, dyeing, and other arts.”36 During the first years of the João VI’s residence
in Rio de Janeiro, the botanical garden acquired cloves, nutmeg, and Ceylon cinnamon. João VI
brought two hundred Chinese tea farmers and six thousand tea plants to Rio de Janeiro, aspirating
to supply the European market with this valuable commodity. This never came to pass, but Rio
de Janeiro’s markets were supplied by the tea plantations established in this effort.37 The court’s
relocation created a new center that attracted naturalists, artists, doctors, merchants, and writers
from the north Atlantic to Brazil. And Rio de Janeiro’s libraries, botanical gardens, academies,
and museums honored the city as a new metropolis.
In 1821 João VI sailed back to Portugal under pressure of the newly established liberal
state there. Various Brazilian political factions, unwilling to have their interests subordinated to
Portugal, convinced Pedro I (1798–1834), João VI’s son and heir, to defy government orders to
return to Portugal. By the end of 1822, Pedro I was crowned and titled Constitutional Emperor
and Perpetual Defender of Brazil.38 A letter from the Brandywine in 1827 recorded that in con34. Commercial Advertiser (New York, NY), August 31, 1926:2.
35. Anyda Marchant, “Dom João’s Botanical Garden,” The Hispanic American Historical Review 41 (1961): 265.
36. Ibid., 266.
37. Ibid., 269–271.
38. Leslie Bethell, “The Independence of Brazil,” in The Cambridge History of Latin America, ed. Leslie Bethell, vol. 3
(Cambridge University Press, 1985), 157–196.
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solidating his empire, Pedro I was managing an army that made up about one-fifth of the men in
the capital, including many Austrian troops “who I am told, are not much liked by the natives.”
This anonymous writer goes on; “I had this day a view of the Emperor, being his Levee day. He
is rather a good looking man, about 27 or 28 years of age—he rides through the city frequently,
unattended by any guards, in a plain citizen’s dress.”39
When Ruschenberger first arrived in Rio de Janeiro, it was the seat of a politically independent and economically vibrant nation. It was a city where Austrian mercenaries mixed
with English ambassadors and American merchants. There Ruschenberger attended the opera
L’Italiana in Algeri performed by an Italian company brought to Brazil by Pedro I.40 After getting caught in the rain, Ruschenberger made a friend of Heinrich Brunner, a colonel in Brazil’s
imperial army who offered to share his umbrella with the young surgeon.41 Ruschenberger also
visited the garden established by João VI, now overseen by the professor of botany at the Brazil’s
Academy of Medicine and Surgery, Leandro do Sacramento (1778–1829).42 Ruschenberger praised
the garden’s extensive collection of exotics, “arrow-root, sago, cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, and
the bread-fruit.” He noted that “a Chinese, with his family,” attended to the cultivation of the tea
plants there.43 During Ruschenberger’s later visits to Brazil, he described the extensive industry
in coffee cultivation and exportation in Brazil, and the great labor in “gathering and drying” that
depended on both the slaves and plants brought from Africa.44
After almost a three-week stay, the two ships left Rio de Janeiro to make their way into
the Pacific.45 The station of U.S. Naval vessels around the world was motivated by the desire to
protect American commercial activity. In the aftermath of South American independence from
Spain, the Pacific Squadron was charged with protecting merchants and whalers that passed
39. Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia, PA), January 3, 1827:3.
40. William S. W. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific; Including Notices of Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, and Peru
(Carey, Lea and Blanchard, 1834), 42.
41. ibid., 23, and William S. W. Ruschenberger, Notes and Commentaries During a Voyage to Brazil and China, in
the Year 1848 (MacFarlane and Fergusson, 1854), 88.
42. Marchant, “Dom João’s Botanical Garden,” 274.
43. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 48.
44. Ibid., 54.
45. Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia, PA), January 17, 1827:3, and ibid., 67.
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through the South Pacific from privateers and conscription.46 The Brandywine also served as a
site for diplomacy. In December of 1827, Commodore Jones hosted a “ball” aboard the frigate
at Valparaiso, where French and English officers also stationed in the region were invited to
attend.47 But with conflict escalating between Columbia and Peru, Jones was ordered to move
his station north to Callao, to protect American trade.48 Darting up and down the Pacific coast,
the Brandywine gave Ruschenberger a tour of South America. U.S. naval officers and consuls
worked to ensure any post-independence unrest didn’t harm American commerce. Yet even with
this tension, the young surgeon became fluent in Spanish and had opportunity to observe the
society and economy of South America. He found time to listen to folk songs in Santiago Chile,
note the quantities of guano used by Peruvian farmers, and meet a Yankee apothecary who had
immigrated to Lima.49
The Pacific station was not just pleasure visits to the coast. In April 1828, the Brandywine
arrived at Panama, and “all on board were well.”50 But disaster struck the ship during this visit.
Equatorial disease, a trouble that characterized the dangers of early modern travel through the
tropics, took a serious toll on Americans in the Pacific and East Indies. When the Brandywine
arrived back in Callao in June, 90 members of its crew were afflicted with dysentery.51
By spring 1829, the Brandywine had been in the pacific for nearly two years. Her crew
tired, and the young surgeon seasoned by his first cruise, Commodore Jones was ready for the
voyage home. The Guerriere and St Louis arrived at Callao in June, and the Brandywine set sail
to round the cape eastward.52 In October the Brandywine sailed into New York, and newspapers
listed among the crew Thomas J. Boyd as surgeon and “W. S. W. Ruschenberger” as assistant
surgeon.53
46. “Chapter Three: The Latin American Wars of Independence, 1808-1829” David Foster Long, Gold braid and
foreign relations: diplomatic activities of U.S. naval officers, 1798–1883 (Naval Institute Press, 1988), 51–87.
47. American and Commercial Daily Advertiser (Baltimore, MD), February 23, 1928:2.
48. Baltimore Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Baltimore, MD), May 1, 1828:2.
49. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 138, 345, 406.
50. National Gazette and Literary Register (Philadelphia, PA), June 9, 1828:2.
51. National Journal (Washington D.C.), October 16, 1828:3.
52. The Vincennes with the same final port, but by way of the Sandwich Islands and the Cape of Good Hope. See
Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia, PA), September 25, 1829:3.
53. National Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia, PA), October 9, 1829:2.
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2.2.2

Natural History Collection or the Pure Love of Science

In May 1826 the Academy moved out of Gilliam’s property at No. 35 Arch Street, and into a
building previously occupied by Philadelphia’s Swedenborgian church.54 And it was there that
on January 19, 1830, Ruschenberger made his first donation to the Academy: a collection of shells
from Panama, Conception, Valparaiso, and the Sandwich Islands. This is a notable contribution
to natural history, for it was in conchology that later in life Ruschenberger professed special
expertise. In the preface to his 1844 textbook Elements of Conchology, Ruschenberger wrote that
despite the near ubiquity of seashells as domestic ornaments and the great value of fine pearls,
most people were ignorant of the organisms that occupied or created these objects. Comparing
knowledge of mollusca to the popular writing of his day, “the beautiful truths brought to us by a
study of animal life, in its various forms, are certainly more admirable and wonderful than any
fiction of man’s creation.”55
Ruschenberger visited the Academy repeatedly over the following summer, and donated
“native copper” from South America.56 These contributions, as modest as they were, no doubt
endeared the young surgeon to the gentleman of the Academy. But Ruschenberger’s major activity in Philadelphia, as we will see in the following chapter, was acquiring the formal training
respected by land-bound physicians, and increasingly expected of naval surgeons: a university
medical degree.

54. Samuel George Morton, Notice of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Fourth Edition (Rackliff and
King, 1837), 9.
55. William S. W. Ruschenberger, Elements of Conchology (Griggs and Elliot, 1845), 5.
56. “Minutes and Related Documents, 1830,” Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, accessed November 2, 2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/86GM57.
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Figure 2.1: William S. W. Ruschenberger, naval surgeon and naturalist. Photograph from Edward
J. Nolan, A Short History of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (The Academy of
Natural Sciences, 1909).
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Chapter 3

Medical Education of William S. W. Ruschenberger

This chapter examines Ruschenberger’s medical education and the collection of human remains
he made in South America for anatomists in Philadelphia. Anatomical training in early American
medicine is worth considering as we approach the next period of Ruschenberger’s collecting
work because it not only affected what he collected, but also how he felt about collecting human
remains.
3.1

Collecting for Anatomy

After disembarking from the Brandywine at New York, Ruschenberger must have hurried down
to Philadelphia to attend the first lectures of the season at the University of Pennsylvania. After
completing this final year of medical study, he was awarded his degree in the spring of 1830.
His medical dissertation was on diseases of the liver, and it might have been the same article
he published that year in the American Journal of the Medical Sciences.1 In the article, Ruschenberger detailed some observations he made while practicing medicine in the Pacific Squadron.
The Brandywine’s primary port of call being Callao, Ruschenberger observed cases of liver disease he thought endemic to the region. As the second of two surgeons stationed on the ship,
Ruschenberger gained experience treating sailors afflicted with dysentery, hepatic afflictions, and
fevers. He commented on the consumption of liquor by sailors, and how the rationed half-pint
1. University of Pennsylvania, Catalogue of the Medical Graduates of the University of Pennsylvania (Lydia R.
Bailey, 1839), 67; and William S. W. Ruschenberger, “Observations on the Medical Topography of Callao, with an
Account of Disease of the Liver, as It Appeared on Board of the United States’ Frigate Brandywine, During a Cruise
in the Pacific Ocean, in the Years 1836–7–8–9,” American Journal of the Medical Sciences 6 (1830): 342–249.
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per day was enough to destroy even “the best constitution in a very short period.” After detailing cases of sailor mortality by liver disease, he ended on the note that “regulations of the ship
prevented post mortem examinations, so that I can say nothing of the autopsical appearances.”2
During the years Ruschenberger attended the University of Pennsylvania, the core qualifications a student of medicine required was private training through apprenticeship to a practicing doctor, and attendance to at least two full courses at the University.3 Before he enlisted in
the Navy, Ruschenberger had completed at least a year of study.4 And Ruschenberger is listed
as having completed three courses of medical study at graduation in 1830, so its likely he completed his two consecutive years of study before his assignment to the Brandywine.5 But attending
more than the required two courses of medical instruction was not uncommon. As John Harley
Warner explained, medical education during the first half of the nineteenth century was “remarkably flexible and largely voluntary,” where young physicians could pursue “a whole host of option
for professional improvement.”6 The formal requirements for an M.D. were not enough to make
a practicing doctor. This was in part due to the fact that medical schools lacked the facilities to
teach clinical medicine, where students could observe ill patients, learn how to diagnose a case,
and be instructed in the finer points of surgery. Thus students and new graduates needed to attend lectures at alms-houses or hospitals, where illustrative cases of disease could be observed
and treatments explained by experienced practitioners. In Philadelphia, professors gave clinical
lectures at the Philadelphia Alms-house Infirmary, and offered them apart from their courses at
the University.7 This kind of extracurricular instruction was common and necessary for young
physicians to develop the skills they needed to practice medicine.
2. Ruschenberger, “Observations on the Medical Topography of Callao, with an Account of Disease of the Liver,”
349.
3. University of Pennsylvania, Rules and Statutes of the University of Pennsylvania (1820), 25–26.
4. General Administration Collection Pre-1820, UPA 3 Pre-1820 as cited in John C. Parker, Selected Lists of Medical
Students, 1805–1860: Surnames Beginning with ‘R’, 25.
5. University of Pennsylvania, Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the University of Pennsylvania (1830), 17.
6. John Harley Warner, Against the Spirit of System: The French Impulse in Nineteenth-Century American Medicine
(The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 20.
7. Nathaniel Chapman, William P. Dewees, and John D. Godman, eds., “Medical Education,” The Philadelphia
Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences 10 (1825): 219.
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In the category of practical instruction, next to studies at the clinic, students sought out
anatomical demonstrations.8 In 1830, Philadelphia had at least four anatomical demonstrators,
independently or as part of “associations” or “schools,” giving courses in the winter and spring
throughout the city. John Pennington Hopkinson (1801–1836), graduate from University of Pennsylvania in 1823, gave a course of anatomical instruction at the School of Medicine from April
until July, and a second series that started in November.9 Thomas T. Hewson (1773–1848), professor of comparative anatomy at the University of Pennsylvania, gave anatomical demonstrations
privately. George McClellan (1796–1847), professor of surgery at the competing Jefferson Medical
College, also gave private instruction.10 And Samuel George Morton (1799–1851), a graduate from
University of Pennsylvania, taught anatomy as part of the Philadelphia Association for Medical
Instruction.11 In any other year, the city would have had an additional anatomical instructor. The
Philadelphia School of Anatomy was closed that year after its proprietor, James Webster (1803–
1854), left to teach Geneva Medical College. In 1831, Joseph Pancoast (1805–1882) reopened the
rooms adding his own name to the city’s list of private anatomy lecturers.12
It is likely that Ruschenberger spent the year following his graduation pursuing some
course of professional improvement among the many options open to him in Philadelphia. During this time, whether over the dissecting table or otherwise, Ruschenberger met Morton, a central figure in the life of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and the institution’s
corresponding secretary from 1831 until his death 1851.
The corresponding secretary’s job was essential for the functioning of the Academy’s
greatest asset: its library and museum. The library of the Academy had grown under the patronage of the Scottish merchant William Maclure (1763–1840), who had joined the Academy
in 1816. Maclure encouraged (and funded) the establishment of the Journal of the Academy of
8. William G. Rothstein, American Physicians in the Nineteenth Century: From Sects to Science (The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1972), 85–88.
9. “School of Medicine,” National Gazette and Literary Register (Philadelphia, PA), March 15, 1830:3, and “School
of Medicine,” The American Journal of Medical Sciences 7, 1830:282.
10. William Williams Keen, Addresses and Other Papers (W. B. Saunders & Company, 1905), 48.
11. National Gazette and Literary Register (Philadelphia, PA), September 29, 1830:2.
12. Keen, Addresses and Other Papers, 48–49.
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Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and subsidized the accumulation of books on natural history for
the Academy’s library. To honor his patronage to the Academy, Maclure was elected president
despite the fact that he never settled down in Philadelphia. In 1824, Maclure became involved
in Robert Owen’s (1801–1877) utopian project in New Harmony, Indiana. Maclure took many
young naturalists West, where they found employment as teachers and surveyors, and left the
Academy in the hands of the resident physicians and gentlemen of Philadelphia.13 Morton, as the
corresponding secretary, held the essential role of connecting the Academy to its president and
benefactor as he traveled North America.
Morton’s second duty as corresponding secretary was to track materials sent from abroad
to the Academy’s museum. In the minutes and Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia, items contributed to the museum were listed at each regular meeting, with the
name of the visitor or member who made the donation. Donations could also be made through a
member, such as when “Captain W. Mitchell” donated a mounted platypus (Ornithorychus paradoxus) through Ruschenberger in 1849.14 But when no member was personally involved, the
responsibility for reporting on and collecting donations from abroad fell on Morton. For example, when in 1836 Ruschenberger sent boxes of bird skins, seeds from Ceylon, edible birds nests
from Java, shells, and a tiger skull, these items arrived in New York on the Lion of Providence.
Morton coordinated the shipment of these objects, and he arranged for the Academy to pay the
freight for these packages. After they were brought to Philadelphia, Morton distributed the items
between the academy and his own personal collection—which included the tiger skull Ruschenberger specifically marked for Morton.15
There were advantages that came with Morton’s position within the Academy. The secretary not only communicated the interests of the Academy to collectors abroad, he also could
pass on inquires related to his own scientific interests. In the case of Morton, he was interested
13. Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage,” 126–127.
14. “Donations to the Museum, in March and April, 1849,”Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 4, 1849:175.
15. February 5, 1836, Ruschenberger, W. S. W. to Sam[uel] Geo[rge] Morton, in the Samuel George Morton Papers
Series I, B M843; “Minutes and Related Documents, 1836,” Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, accessed
October 28, 2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/8AZaz3.
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in comparative human anatomy in the form of craniometry, or the measurement of human skulls
and the tabulation of average differences between ethnic groups around the world. There is a
great deal of scholarship on Morton’s science, politics, and place in American history.16 Here we
will address the material demands of Morton’s chosen program of scientific inquiry, which was
in so many words, not so different from the material demands in teaching anatomy in the early
nineteenth century. The need for anatomical specimens conflicted with the taboos that surround
the bodies of the dead.17
This was precisely the trouble that plagued medical education in the nineteenth century:
the demand for cadavers for anatomical demonstrations always exceeded the licit supply. Physicians could apply to local magistrates for the bodies of those convicted of capital crimes, but this
was a small and uneven supply. Grave-robbing, though adamantly denied by anatomical instructors like Shippen and outlawed by state legislatures, was common and essential for the smooth
operation of medical education in the early republic.18 The demand for cadavers extended beyond
the medical school proper. In 1824, the medical faculty at the University of Pennsylvania reported
that the rise of private dissecting rooms was bringing more pilfered bodies into circulation than
the medical community could handle “with the silence and secrecy with which such operations
should be conducted.”19 Those physicians and medical professors offering private anatomical instruction either needed to procure bodies through illicit means or required that their pupils do
the work themselves. Suzanne Shultz described the experiences of John Collins Warren (1778–
1856), who as a medical student in 1796, had to dig up fresh bodies for his own studies. Later
in life, when he instructed students at his private dissecting room, he taught them not just human anatomy but also the finer points on how to abduct bodies from the almshouse and potter’s
16. Stanton, The Leopard’s Spots; Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man (Norton, 1981); Ann Fabian, The Skull
Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (The University of Chicago Press, 2010).
17. Ruth Richardson, Death, Dissection, and the Destitute (Routledge, 1987); Shultz, Body Snatching.
18. Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies, 100–104; Shultz, Body Snatching, 21–24.
19. “Communication from the Medical Faculty to the Trustees on Introducing the Dissections into the Common
Course of Study for Graduates in Medicine,” 1824 cited in Simon Baatz, “‘A Very Diffused Disposition:’ Dissecting
Schools in Philadelphia, 1823–1825,” The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 108, no. 2 (1984): 213.
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field.20 The importance of anatomical instruction and the limited supply of licit cadavers meant
that students were very familiar with the idea, if not the activity, of robbing bodies from graves.
In response to the growing number of medical schools in the United States, municipalities took measures to protect their dead. Almshouses locked up their dead before burial and
families of the recently deceased would hire watchmen to guard grave plots.21 This kind of broad
cultural and institutional resistance to the demands of medical education created an environment of rationalization among medical instructors and students. Michael Sappol has described
how among antebellum physicians an adversarial sentiment emerged around anatomy in education. “Anatomy provided the physician with real advantages in his competition with midwives,
folkhealers, clergymen, and other physicians, helped him to filiate his occupation with learned
texts and productive science.” The dead body held a great cultural weight that critics understood
as detrimental to the morals of medical students. Medical practitioners shared this culture, but inverted the relationship: the student’s mastery over the dead body and its mysteries was “a test of
courage and power.” This internal test required the student to exhibit control “over the welter of
emotions, beliefs, and regulations associated with death and the dead.”22 Superstitions or taboos
about the body stood barriers to mastery, obstacles that physicians were obliged to overcome.
Ease around the dead body then became a mark of accomplishment.
When Morton began giving anatomical lectures, he wanted to illustrate racial differences
using human skulls and found “Caucasian and Negro crania were readily procured.”23 Burial
grounds throughout Philadelphia contained plenty of dead bodies of black and white Americans.
However, Morton wanted to make comparisons between Indians in North and South America. To
acquire skulls of these peoples, he explored his connections throughout the Academy’s collect20. Shultz, Body Snatching, 30–31; Edward Warren, The Life of John Collins Warren, M.D.: Compiled Chiefly from
His Autobiography and Journals (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1860), 405–406.
21. Cheaper alternatives included covering the graves with stones and building iron cages into coffins. Shultz, Body
Snatching, 41–45.
22. Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies, 95.
23. Samuel George Morton, Catalogue of Skulls of Man and the Inferior Animals (Merrihew and Thompson, 1849),
iii.
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ing network, and there Morton found many interested explorers, politicians, sailors, and surgeons
who were willing to help fill the shelves in his office.24
We don’t know whether Ruschenberger took up post-graduate studies at any of the anatomical rooms of Philadelphia, or whether Ruschenberger met Morton through the Academy or their
shared interest in comparative anatomy. However, what we do know is that Ruschenberger became a industrious member of Morton’s network of skull collectors. In 1839 Morton put out his
Crania Americana, a volume of comparative anatomy which promised to characterize the human races of North and South America by the size and shape of their skulls. He dedicated the
American edition to Ruschenberger, remarking that the work derived “some of its most valuable
materials from his researches in Peru.”25 These materials were of no small quantity. Ruschenberger had shipped multiple boxes of skulls to Morton while stationed overseas, with just one lot
that contained forty skulls from “the Temple of the Sun, Lima.”26 What it took for Ruschenberger
to become such a prolific collector of anatomical objects is what we will detail in the rest of this
chapter.
3.1.1

The Falmouth in the Pacific, 1831–1834

The U.S. sloop Falmouth “hauled out from the Navy Yard” in August 1831, like the Brandywine five
years earlier, to take command of the Pacific squadron.27 The Falmouth arrived at Rio before the
24. Ann Fabian’s The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead explores the history of skull
collecting that Morton and his peers and successors conducted through explorers in the nineteenth century. It is
worth noting here that Morton did not exclusively appeal to Academy correspondents to find skulls for his collection.
Notices of Morton’s interest in these objects were printed in newspapers and scientific journals. A weekly newspaper
in New York carried a notice of Morton depositing at the Academy “an extensive series of skulls.” This notice was
excepted from the American Journal of Science and Art, which advertised that “A principal object in forming this
collection is to investigate the peculiarities of the aboriginal inhabitants of the American continent; and persons
who are in possession of Indian crania, are respectfully invited to communicate with Dr. M in reference to them.”
New-York Observer, October 29, 1831:3; Benjamin Silliman, “Skulls,” The American Journal of Science and Arts 21, no.
1, 197.
25. Samuel George Morton, Crania Americana; or, A Comparative View of the Skulls of Various Aboriginal Nations
of North and South America (J. Dobson, 1839).
26. Minutes from May 13 meeting, in “Minutes and Related Documents, 1834,” Academy of Natural Sciences of
Drexel University, accessed October 22, 2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com/tinyurl/86WEY9.
27. American (New York, NY), June 28, 1831.
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end of the month, and remained at port until September 10th.28 The Falmouth reached Valparaiso
on October 29th, forty-nine days out from Rio De Janeiro.29
During this, Ruschenberger’s second cruise, he was not only a more experienced sailor, but
also a more experienced physician, with the sentiments and scientific interests that gave him new
directions in natural history collecting. The confident familiarity students of anatomy developed
with the dead and graveyards arose naturally in the narrative Ruschenberger gives of his travels
in South America. While in Rio de Janeiro, Ruschenberger visited the church of San Francisco
de Paula on All Saints Eve, and found his way into its cemetery. “I descended the short stair to
the temple of death called the ‘Catacombas;’ by the faint glimmer of the lamps, and the soft light
of the starry heaven, I saw a number of slaves busied in decorating the sepulchres of their late
masters.”30 Ruschenberger made similar excursions in Peru. He had to make repeated visits to the
cathedral in Lima to gain access to the locked “Bóveda or great vault beneath the Altar Mayor.”
Acquiring a key to these chambers, he was escorted into the vault where he described this scene:
“Around the walls are boxes of rough planks, extending from the floor to the roof. . . Some of
them were broken, and disclosed to the view those dead, who, when living, had been illustrious
in church and state.”31 These explorations demonstrate Ruschenberger interest in burial places of
the dead.
While in Arica, Peru, Ruschenberger describes the work of mummy hunting. Ancient
Peruvians had buried their dead in the side of a great hill, which over the years had been plundered, and “many bodies carried to Europe by travelers.”32 Some boys playing in the area informed
Ruschenberger of an Englishman who lived in Tacna, a town to the north of Arica, who traded
in dead bodies. This man owned a large number of mummies, and he had paid a doubloon for a
pair found together. Interested in acquiring his own specimens, Ruschenberger asked around for
a method to located still buried mummies, and was told that the only way was to walk around
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 17, 72.
Ibid., 81.
Ibid., 61–62.
Ibid., 254.
Ibid., 340.
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Figure 3.1: A engraving of one of the skulls Ruschenberger collected from Arica, Plate 4, “Peruvian
of the Ancient Race” in Morton, Crania Americana, cf. Morton, Catalogue of Skulls of Man and
the Inferior Animals, 9.
and stamp on the ground to locate hollows. “We pursued this plan with considerable success.”33
Ruschenberger gave a detailed description of the state of burial. He exhumed several bodies, and
repeated this process at four more locations where ancient or native Peruvians were known or
suspected to have been buried.34 At least a few of these bodies ended up in the collection of the
Academy, and a large number of skulls were deposited into Morton’s collection.
Ann Fabian makes the point that even for Americans interested in supporting Morton’s
scientific work, taboos and superstition surrounding the dead were not so easily thrown off. An
American diplomat, John Lloyd Stephens (1805–1852), had tried to collect skulls for Morton, but
he was unable to commit the act: “. . . alone in the stillness and silence of the place, something
of a superstitious feeling came over me about disturbing the bones of the dead and robbing a
graveyard.”35 But Ruschenberger displayed no such superstitious feeling, and wrote to Morton
33. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 341.
34. Pisco, Huarmey, Santa, and Lambayeque were also visited, see ibid., 354, 359, 373, 400.
35. John Lloyd Stephens as quoted in Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead, 39.
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about his frustration with the sentimentality of others: “the difficulty in obtaining skulls is much
greater than you would suppose, from the prejudice existing with sailor and even officers against
any thing of the kind being brought on board [a] ship.”36 Not just anyone could do the work of
skull collecting. Morton needed someone with a medical education, not just for right skills, but
also for the right temperament.
3.1.2 Three Years in the Pacific, 1834
In October 1833, the Falmouth sailed from Valparaiso homeward and arrived in New York the following February.37 A medical degree from Philadelphia was not enough to make Ruschenberger
respectable in Philadelphia’s scientific circles. Rather, it was Ruschenberger’s eye that seized on
the animals, plants, minerals, and people that he encountered in the south Pacific, and his effort putting these observations into writing that gave him a public presence. His first popular
book, Three Years in the Pacific, was written chiefly from the journals of his second cruise, and
incorporates observations and events that occurred during his first station in the Pacific.
The book covers many subjects: music, food, regional politics, and American commercial
activity in the Pacific. But interwoven with these subjects are stories and places of interest to
naturalists. Ruschenberger described the varieties of mollusks found in the harbors he visited.
He gave details on the natural products and industries of nations in South America. He visited
public museums and botanical gardens at major cities, noting the collections and novelties to
be seen. He even included a description of the remarkable wax figures on display at the church
Nossa Senhora da Glória in Brazil, where various wounds and diseases the saint had cured were
vividly exhibited.38
Ruschenberger was interested in the development of science and learning in South America. He was quick to point out the virtue and deficits of museums, universities, and other sites
of knowledge-making and display. At the national museum of Brazil, Ruschenberger praised the
36. March 3, 1833, Ruschenberger, W. S. W. to Sam[uel] Geo[rge] Morton, in the Samuel George Morton Papers
Series I, B M843.
37. Globe (Washington D.C.), January 15, 1834; American (New York, NY), Feburary 3, 1834:2.
38. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 21.
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collection of minerals and Indian artifacts, but complained of the poorly preserved bird specimens.39 He also visited museum of Lima, where mummies were displayed along side minerals
and other curiosities. He praised the culture of Peru for having “no prejudice against dissection,”
which, by his account, ought to have been a boon to the medical school at the University of St.
Marks.40 Ruschenberger believed the state of education to be connected to the political life of a
nation. Observing the political turmoil in Peru, Ruschenberger believed that it was insufficient
education that fostered unrest in “South American republics,” where “military prowess and glory
dazzle the minds of the people, who want the lights of knowledge to enable them to estimate
correctly the nature of their rights and privileges.”41 Ruschenberger saw liberal education as a
moderating force in society.
Peace had yet to come to the independent republics of South American, a state of affairs
which is what brought U.S. Navy to cruise the Pacific. The Chilean government had detained
American trade vessels.42 War continued among the states, resulting in Bolivia taking sea ports
from Peru.43 Peru, under the presidency of General Agustín Gamarra (1785–1841), had begun imposing heavy duties on ready-made imports. Certain items like rough fabric, household goods,
and locally available foodstuffs were prohibited from import.44 These conflicts frustrated American merchants, who demanded the U.S. Navy and Consuls do more to protect American interests.
Ruschenberger was particularly critical of the government surveillance of correspondence
in Peru. While passing Callao, a harbor master came to collect letters expected for merchants at
port. Ruschenberger learned that those caught transporting sealed letters in Peru were fined five
hundred dollars. In Islay, Ruschenberger learned more about the prohibitions against correspondence. A printed circular spelled out the “Supreme Decree” that all captains of port were to follow.
They were instructed to prevent subversive papers from entering the country, and all letters had
to be inspected, and copies of this decree were to be distributed to visiting supercargoes at ports
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 36.
Ibid., 245.
Ibid., 139.
Weekly Messenger (Boston, MA), March 14, 1833:3.
Weekly Messenger (Boston, MA), August 8, 1833:1.
Commercial Advertiser (New York, NY), August 8, 1832:2.
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in Peru. Infractions against these instructions were to be subject to the above mentioned fine. After reading this decree (which he reproduced in his book), Ruschenberger commented that such
laws “were hardly in accordance with the institutions that should adorn a free republic,” and that
they harmed commerce.45
Ruschenberger may very well have been concerned that his own correspondence would
come under scrutiny. If mail and packages could be opened and confiscated by authorities, specimens of natural history could be lost or destroyed. And this was of imminent importance to
Ruschenberger, because in October 1831 and March 1832, he had sent boxes to the Academy in
Philadelphia. These collections included bird skins, shells, insects, fish, and “a bow and arrows
from the fegee islands.”46 In a letter describing his second shipment, he expressed dissatisfaction
with the state of his animal preparations, saying he thinks they will improve and that he “would
be happy for any suggestions you may offer.” But all this effort to collect would be wasted if authorities in Peru impounded his packages or determined his correspondence to be subversive. The
decree hurt Ruschenberger in principle and potentially in practice—especially if Ruschenberger’s
interest offended taboos against grave-robbing or desecrating the dead.
3.2

Conclusion: A Decade at Sea

From his first commission in 1826 to his return to the US in fall 1837, Ruschenberger spent over
eight of those eleven years in service of the Pacific and East India squadrons. From each of these
cruses he sent to Philadelphia, or brought back upon his return, accounts and objects of interest
to the learned gentlemen of that city. He spent much of the next decade establishing a personal
connection with the natural history and medical communities of Philadelphia.
The Academy of Natural Sciences had much to thank Ruschenberger for; he was listed
in their 1837 “Notice” as having donated many valuable specimens to their bird and shell col45. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 349–351.
46. October 29, 1831 letter from W. S. W. Ruschenberger to Samuel George Morton, Samuel George Morton Papers
Series I, B M843; March 5, 1832 letter from W. S. W. Ruschenberger to Samuel George Morton, Nineteenth Century
Collections Online, Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University.
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lections.47 The men of the Academy were just one among many people in Philadelphia indebted
to Ruschenberger’s efforts to gather materials and facts from abroad. Two men in particular
benefited of Ruschenberger’s labor. Samuel George Morton, who we’ve already considered, and
Joseph Carson (1808–1876), a young Philadelphia physician. It is through Carson that Ruschenberger’s work collecting abroad got directed towards Americans interested in new therapeutics
and experimental physiology, as we will examine in the following chapter.
During the following decade, Ruschenberger was stationed first at Philadelphia’s naval
rendezvous and then later charged with supervising the Naval Hospital in Brooklyn.48 As is the
subject of Samuel Belcher’s 2002 thesis on professionalism in the navy, Ruschenberger was deeply
involved in the debate over the assimilation of rank for surgeons among officers during the that
decade.49
In the Pacific stations that followed, Ruschenberger continued to collect for the Academy
and publish accounts of his travels. Though his writing “matured,” as one biographer noted,
later publications included very little novel on collecting.50 Ruschenberger’s writing was cited in
works of racial classification based on Morton’s skull collection. When Morton died in 1851, James
Aitkin Meigs (1829–1879) took up managing and studying the collection of skulls the late doctor
had deposited at the Academy over the course of his life.51 In a 1860 paper, he tried to classify
races based on the size and shape of the occipital portion of the skull. He cited Ruschenberger’s
Three Years in the Pacific and A Voyage Round the World, each time for the specific descriptions
he gives of skulls observed while abroad.52
47. Morton, Notice of the Academy, 17–18.
48. One thing unaccounted for in Ruschenberger’s eulogies, or any of the secondary sources on his life, is that he
appears to have taken a short leave of absence in 1838 to visit Europe; see New-York American for the Country, June
29, 1838:2 and December 21, 1838:2. It seems likely that this is related to his translation and publication of the series
of French natural history textbooks for schools.
49. Samuel W. Belcher, “Dr. William S. W. Ruschenberger and Professionalism for Surgeons in the Pre-Civil War
U.S. Navy” (Master’s Thesis, East Carolina University, 2002).
50. And they contain almost nothing else on skull collecting for Morton, which was continued during Ruschenberger’s first cruise in the East Indies, but is not alluded to at all in his A Voyage Round the World.
51. Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead, 127.
52. James Aitken Meigs, “Observations upon the Form of the Occiput in the various Races of Men,” Proceedings of
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 12 (1860): 404, 411.
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But the absence of further elaboration on collecting abroad may just be a consequence
of increasing participation in collecting among those Americans serving in the navy. In 1834, a
group of officers stationed in Brooklyn formed the Naval Lyceum, “in order to promote the diffusion of useful knowledge.”53 Part of this institution’s project, like the Philadelphia’s Academy,
was to maintain a museum. By 1839, visitors of the museum could see shells, birds, and “artificial
curiosities from every quarter of the globe.”54 And in the same year it was founded, the Lyceum
printed General Directions for Collecting and Preserving Articles in the Various Departments of Natural History. It begun with eight recipes for making various articles for preserving specimens,
including arsenical soap and solution of corrosive sublimate.55 With six more pages of instructions for collecting and preserving articles of natural history, this document placed in the hands
of sailors was a superior guide to collecting, more detailed than any of the circulars mentioned
in the previous chapter.

53. As quoted in Steven Lubar, “‘To Polish and Adorn the Mind’: The United States Naval Lyceum at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, 1833–89,” Museum History Journal 7, no. 1 (2014): 86.
54. As quoted in ibid., 90.
55. United States Naval Lyceum., General Directions for Collecting and Preserving Articles in the Various Departments
of Natural History (J. Post, 1834), 3-5.
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Chapter 4

Carson and Philadelphia’s Experimental Scene

As stated in the last chapter, Samuel George Morton was not the only individual in Philadelphia
who benefited from Ruschenberger’s interests in the natural history of South America and the
South Pacific. Along with ethnological interests in the races of man, Ruschenberger was a naval
surgeon with close connections to those who studied and practiced medicine in Philadelphia.
What remains in this thesis is to trace the connections of natural history back towards the practical and professional concerns of American medical professionals in the decades leading up to
the Civil War.
4.1

The Commerce of Natural History: Cloves, Cinnamon, “Butterflies and Various
Insects”

In his popular writing on South America, Ruschenberger stumbled across people engaged in
the business of natural history collecting. For some people, like the English mummy collector
in Arica, Peru, locals could be employed to do the hard work of collecting—in that case, the
digging up of the ancient dead. For many, collecting specimens of natural history was part of
the production of objects to be exported abroad or sold to travelers passing through. Considering
these episodes gives us some insight into who labored for American and European natural history.
While visiting Rio de Janeiro in 1831, Ruschenberger and the Austrian soldier Brunner
took a day to trace the path of the Carioca Aqueduct that fed Rio de Janeiro fresh water from
the mountains. Along the way, he describes the natural scene: “the green and speckled lizards”
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darted from under their feet, and butterflies and a golden-crested humming bird settled upon
flowers, “which in every direction were blooming around us.”1
. . . But man will not permit all this in quiet. The cabinet of the naturalist and amateur
must be filled with “specimens,” and both butterfly and bird lose their lives for the
particolor of their down, and the gay, varying tints of their plumage.
Presently we met a man sweeping a gauze net through the air, and pinning insects
which he caught upon his hat. He was a tall, raw-boned mulatto, under a broad
brimmed hat, stuck full of insects writhing and fluttering in the agonies of death.
His white cotton jacket might have been mistaken for a pincushion, the sleeves and
lapels were so full of pins. Though barefooted, he was tidy. A bag, containing gauze,
thread, &c, for a net, to replace that on his pole, should it be torn, was slung on one
side, and on the other, a large, light wooden box, to receive his game. At our request
he showed to us the result of his day’s excursion, and appeared gratified by our notice
of him; his box was half full of butterflies and various insects.2
After passing this man, Brunner asked if Ruschenberger thought this field entomologist
was “badly or inhumanely treated?” Ruschenberger narrated his surprise, “you do not mean to
say that this man is a slave?” Yes, his companion replies, he “belongs to a German, who gains
a living by making collections of birds, insects, shells, &c, which he sells to travelers. He has
several slaves who he has taught to prepare these specimens, and two or three others who hawk
them about the streets.”3
In Philadelphia, opportunities for collecting also arose from commercial activity orthogonal to the scientific pursuits of the Academy. Animals imported for traveling entertainers regularly caught the attention of Academy members, because for these Philadelphia-bound men,
traveling shows were the only opportunity to see these animals alive. In 1838, the first Egyptian
giraffes arrived in New York and were observed by one Dr McMurtie of the Academy. When one
of these animals later died, McMurtie laid on the table a resolution to buy the skeleton of the
deceased animal.4
1. Ruschenberger, Three Years in the Pacific, 40.
2. Ibid., 40–41.
3. Ibid., 41.
4. See the minutes for the October 16th meeting of the academy, in “Minutes and Related Documents, 1838,”
Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, accessed February 15, 2019, http : / / tinyurl . galegroup . com /
tinyurl/5zD2H3.
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The interaction between entertainers and scientific men also went the other direction,
with eminent naturalist and physicians authenticating objects presented in commercial museums and itinerant shows. For example, when in 1833 the traveling showman Micheal Chandler
brought about ten Egyptian mummies to Philadelphia, Morton called attention to the temporary
exhibition at an Academy meeting. At some point seven medical doctors, including Morton and
three other Academy members, observed the mummies imported from Thebes, and authored a
“certificate of the learned” that Chandler had framed and displayed with the mummies. The certificate recommended the exhibit to “the curious inquirer,” and called “attention to the public to
an interesting collection, not sufficiently known in this city.”5 Morton was certainly interested
in this collection, for sometime before June he purchased at least two of Chandler’s mummies,
depositing their heads and bodies in his anatomical collection at the Academy.6
This chapter shifts our examination of the American culture of collecting from Morton’s
anthropological project to the professional work that Ruschenberger supported by collecting
things from around the world. Importing exotic materials from overseas was work familiar to
both pharmacists and naturalists in Philadelphia. Resident naturalists acted as brokers between
museums, college cabinets, and parties with commercial interests in the natural products of South
America or the East Indies. Here we might use the phrase “working naturalist” to describe those
in the broader community involved in the object trade, inclusive of slaves collecting insects in
Brazil and commercial agents dealing in Egyptian and Peruvian mummies. These people were
doing work that made materials available to those “curious inquirers” at the centers of collecting
like Philadelphia.
As we will see, just as Barton invited medical students and young merchants to engage in
the exchange of objects of natural history, so too would physicians invite drug sellers and appren5. As quoted in S. J. Wolfe, Mummies in Nineteenth-Century America: Ancient Egyptians as Artifacts (McFarland &
Company, 2009), 103–104.
6. On June 4 and June 18, 1833, Morton deposited a “head of a mummy,” and “crania of an Egyptian mummy.” Then
on July 9, Morton deposited “two mummies in a case.” These might have been the bodies belonging to the head and
crania deposited earlier. In December of that year, Morton deposited one more mummy and dissected one of these
mummies over the course of two meetings. See “Minutes and Related Documents, 1833,” Academy of Natural Sciences
of Drexel University, accessed October 22, 2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/tinyurl/86RRG2.
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tice apothecaries to elevate the station of their work to a science that embraced chemistry, natural
history, and specifically, botany. One such person, Joseph Carson (1808–1876), was not the first
person to connect the business of pharmacy with the work of the botanist, but his friendship with
Ruschenberger and other members of the Academy of Natural History gave him special access to
novel specimens of materia medica. And in the context of a crisis in therapeutic confidence, the
disparity between respectable Philadelphia drug sellers and the disreputable quacks and patent
medicine salesmen forced a group of Philadelphia apothecaries to establish a college to regulate
and educate young men on the norms and aspirations of their profession. Accordingly, we begin
by considering one apothecary at the center of Ruschenberger’s first contributions to medicine
in the early nineteenth century.
4.2

Drug Sellers and Collections Distributors

Not all items Ruschenberger sent to Morton were for the Academy. Typically, skulls were marked,
or assumed to be marked for Morton, and thus were not entered into the minutes of the Academy
as “donations to the cabinet,” but rather as “deposits” by Morton.7 Moreover, Ruschenberger asked
Morton to distribute special items that he had collected for friends and family in Philadelphia.
Among the collection sent to Morton in 1833, Ruschenberger had marked one skull and the remains of an infant for his friend Dr John P. Hopkinson.8 In 1831, Ruschenberger sent a collection of shells to the academy with some marked for “my friend Franklin R. Smith,” and “several
parcels marked with” his mother’s name.9 In another letter from Ruschenberger to Morton and
the Academy, he allowed the gentlemen of the Academy to remove all unique specimens from
the accompanied shipment for donation to the museum, but asked that all duplicates be reserved
7. To be “deposited” in the cabinet was a unique designation for an items that remained the property of the
member and a privilege only extended at the discretion of the Academy’s curators. Sometimes curators requested
that Academy members remove deposited items from the museum when space became limited.
8. Correspondence from William S. W. Ruschenberger at Callao to Samuel George Morton, March 3, 1833, B M843,
Samuel George Morton Papers, American Philosophical Society.
9. Correspondence from William S. W. Ruschenberger at Valparaiso to Samuel George Morton, October 29, 1831,
B M843, Samuel George Morton Papers, American Philosophical Society.
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for his own personal collection upon his return or “put into the hands of my friend Mr Franklin
R. Smith.”10
Franklin R. Smith was an apothecary who operated his business on Eighth and Walnut in
Philadelphia. Joseph England, in his history of the College of Pharmacy, remarks that Franklin’s
drug store “was ‘the’ prescription pharmacy of the residential neighborhood around Washington
Square when that section of the city was a social center.”11 There has yet to be a history written
of American work in natural history as conducted at pharmacies and drug wholesalers in antebellum Philadelphia, but much evidence can be found supporting their importance as agents of
exchange in articles of medical or scientific interest. Recall the Academy of Natural History began by holding its weekly meetings above Speakman’s pharmacy in 1812–1815.12 And consider
the Bonapartist refugee Elias Durand, who settled in Philadelphia and opened a pharmacy in
1825. Bringing with him the expertise and equipment of French-trained pharmacists, his shop on
“Chestnut Street was the center of attraction to the eminent physicians and men of science” in
Philadelphia.13 Like so many pharmacists, Durand had a passion for botany that complimented
his business, and he joined the Academy in the same year he moved to the city. In the opinion
of one medical educator, Durand was an excellent preceptor to his apprentices, and his store was
“the daily resort” for the eminent medical doctors of the city.14
Smith’s pharmacy was another hub for social gathering and the material exchange of
medicinals and objects of natural history. Sometime before April of 1832, Smith received from
Ruschenberger some nuts of the Joannesia prenceps, a tree that he had observed growing the in
the botanical garden of Rio de Janeiro. Smith subsequently published a brief botanical history
of the plant that described its use by South American Indians, the cathartic qualities of the fruit,
10. Correspondence from William S. W. Ruschenberger at Valparaiso to Samuel George Morton, March 5, 1832,
“Official Correspondence, mostly incoming, 1812–1924: Rice to Ryland,” Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel
University, accessed February 12, 2018, http://tinyurl.galegroup.com.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/tinyurl/5wEcg0.
11. Joseph W. England, The First Century of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, 1821–1921 (Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy and Science, 1922), 375.
12. Baatz, “Philadelphia Patronage,” 119–122.
13. William J. Robbins, “French Botanists and the Flora of the Northeastern United States: J. G. Milbert and Elias
Durand,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 101, no. 4 (1957): 366; “Elias Durand,” Bulletin of the Torrey
Botanical Club 4, no. 10 (1873): 45.
14. William Procter, A Memorial of Elias Durand (Merrihew and Son, 1873), 6.
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and how to obtain its oil. In his capacity as apothecary to the Pennsylvania Hospital, he made
the oil available to a resident physician at that institution, George W. Norris (1808–1875).15 In
January 1835 Smith’s drug store had in stock another novel South American article, Erythræa
chilensis, one species among a collection of South American medicinals that Ruschenberger had
presented to the Academy the previous year. While on board Falmouth, Ruschenberger had made
use of this plant as a mild tonic after observing “the Indians of Peru use the plant as a spring
physic.”16 Joannesia princeps was eventually listed in Wood and Bache’s The Dispensatory of the
United States of America among the unofficial drugs and medicines.17
As a physician abroad, Ruschenberger brought his expertise in natural history to bear
against the troubles of practicing medicine on board a ship. Voyages in tropical America or into
the East Indies involved very real dangers of disease and death. To make matters worse, the
medicines used by urban physicians in Europe or North America were not always readily available, and many drugs spoiled during travel and thus could not be depended on.18 Naval surgeons
willing to search at foreign ports for suitable medicines might be able to make up for deficiencies
in their medical chests—and that’s what Ruschenberger did. Along with the two botanical drugs
listed above, he brought specimens of the Peruvian styptic matico before the Academy in 1835
and made use of it at the Brooklyn Naval Hospital in 1844.19
15. Franklin R. Smith, “On the Anda Gomesii,” American Journal of Pharmacy 4 (1832): 27. Norris was a 1830 medical
graduate from the University of Pennsylvania with Ruschenberger and Carson. He acquired the enviable post as
resident at the Pennsylvania Hospital “immediately after graduation,” and left in 1833 for post-graduate studies in
Paris. He returned to Philadelphia in 1835 after having “attended the lectures of Dupuytren, Velpeau, Roux, and
Magendie.” Thomas G. Morton, The History of the Pennsylvania Hospital, 1751–1895 (Times Printing House, 1895),
507–508, 543.
16. Joseph Carson, “On the Erythræa Chilensis,” American Journal of Pharmacy 6 (1835): 279; and Minutes of the
Academy, October 21, 1834.
17. George B. Wood and Franklin Bache, The Dispensatory of the United States of America (J. B. Lippincott and Co,
1858), 1460.
18. John Clark, Observations on the Diseases in Long Voyages to Hot Countries and Particularly on Those which Prevail
in the East Indies (D. Wilson and G. Nicol, 1773), 342; Richard Reece, Medical Guide for Tropical Climates. Particularly
the British Settlements in the East and West Indies, and the Coast of Africa (Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown,
1814), 106–107.
19. ”Matico” in Robert Eaglesfield Griffith, “Medico-Botanical Notice. No. 5,” American Journal of Pharmacy 6 (1835):
286–287; “Minutes of the Pharmaceutical Meeting,” American Journal of Pharmacy 16 (1844): 73. In William S. W.
Ruschenberger, “On the Use of the Matico,” The Medical Examiner 9, no. 19 (1846): 401–402, he detailed his use of
of the plant as a styptic, and noted that any physicians interested in trying this article of medicine can find it at the
shop of Mr Frederick Brown, Philadelphia.
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Ruschenberger’s experience as both a physician and pharmacist was a kind of double duty
that was becoming less common among medical professionals in Philadelphia. Medicine in urban
America was undergoing a professional reorganization that set pharmacy apart from the work
of the physician.20 In Philadelphia, medical doctors increasingly depended on apothecaries to
supply and compound medicines. These professionals, like doctors before them, were primarily
educated through apprenticeship and were associated by their common trade.21
In February 1821, the University of Pennsylvania established a program to teach Pharmacy
and issue diplomas “of Master of Pharmacy.” The trustees announced that this degree would be
issued to persons who attend two of the relevant courses at the University. However this development was not viewed favorably by the drug sellers and apothecaries of Philadelphia, who saw the
University’s new program as a “tyrannical act,” and called the lecture tickets a tax on apprentices
“for the benefit of the University.”22 In the month that followed the University’s announcement,
a group of apothecaries and druggists established their own institution, the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy. This organization elected a board of trustees from among the pharmacists of the
city to set professional standards, form curriculum for students of pharmacy, hire professors, and
issue diplomas. As a consequence of this new establishment, no pharmacists completed the plan
of studies laid out by the University.23 But this schism in the medical community was, for those
20. This separation of work was encouraged in America by eighteenth-century medical educators like John Morgan: “It is not only expedient, but necessary that a physician should have a general and extensive knowledge of
the whole art, and be acquainted with the principles of every branch of his profession.. . . [But] where proper subordination is wanting, there is a perversion of all practical knowledge. No more then is a physician obliged, from
his office, to handle a knife with a surgeon, to cull herbs with the botanist, to distill simples with the chymist; or
compound drugs with the apothecary.” Morgan pointed out that physicians take on pupils precisely so as to delegate
the labor of compounding prescriptions, and thus skill in this area is not something a physician normally exercises.
Morgan states that the “employment of a Physician, Surgeon, and Apothecary. . . require very different talents,” and
like “almost every employment in life,” modernizing of American medicine involved the division of labor between “a
number of different artists.” John Morgan, A Discourse upon the Institution of Medical Schools in America (Philadelphia:
William Bradford, 1765), xvii, 40.
21. This development did not extend throughout the United States, as rural doctors typically operated their own
shops as pharmacist, physician, and surgeon to their communities. Contrast this to the situation in France or England,
where surgery, physics, and pharmacy had been split from each other during the eighteenth century. For the history
of pharmacy’s split from the physician’s practice, see David L. Cowen, “Pharmacists and Physicians: An Uneasy
Relationship,” Pharmacy in History 34, no. 1 (1992): 3–16.
22. As quoted in England, The First Century of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, 1821–1921, 47.
23. Though the University of Pennsylvania did confer the Masters of Pharmacy on one medical doctor, Charles T
Wilstach, in 1823; see M. I. Wilbert, “The Beginnings of Pharmacy in America,” American Journal of Pharmacy 79
(1907): 409.
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who reflected upon it, a natural and beneficial result of divisions of labor. In the commencement
of the College’s Journal, the editors made this notion fundamental to the profession: “The history of the progress of society is that of the division of labour, and there is no surer indication of
advancement in the arts of civilization, than the multiplicity and subdivision of occupations. The
present undertaking will, it is believed, happily illustrate this truth.”24
Though the establishment of the College was motivated to preserve the apothecary’s control over his profession, when it came time to elect professors for the College, the trustees appointed two doctors. Samuel Jackson (1787–1872), a graduate of University of Pennsylvania, was
elected professor of materia medica and pharmacy, and Gerard Troost (1776–1850), a graduate
from the University of Leyden, elected professor of chemistry. The following year, Troost was
replaced by George B. Wood (1797–1879), another graduate from University of Pennsylvania’s
medical department. When Jackson resigned in 1827 to return to the University of Pennsylvania
as an assistant professor of anatomy, the medical doctor Benjamin Ellis (1798–1831) took his place
at the College of Pharmacy. And when Ellis died, Wood took his position and the trustees elected
Franklin Bache (1792–1864) to the vacant chemistry chair. Both Wood and Bache eventually left
the College to accept teaching positions at different Philadelphia medical schools. The two professorships at the College of Pharmacy were occupied exclusively by medical doctors until the
end of the 1846, and served as stepping stones for the careers of these men in medical education.25 Though the College of Pharmacy was established to give drug sellers and apothecaries
24. George B. Wood, ed., “Introduction,” Journal of the Philadelphia College of Pharamcy 1 (1825): 1–3. At the March
31, 1835 meeting of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy it was resolved to change the name of the publication to
The American Journal of Pharmacy, due to there being no other journals of pharmacy in the United States and to
increase the periodical’s circulation, revenue, and papers submitted. See “Minutes of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy,” American Journal of Pharmacy 7 (1835): 77-79. For the sake of consistency, I use this new title of this
journal throughout the rest of this thesis.
In the public announcement of the College’s formation, the secretary Peter Williamson wrote “In the division of the
sciences that characterizes the philosophy of the present age, and which has so much tended to their improvement,
Pharmacy has been withdrawn from the charge of the Physician, and consigned to the care of the Apothecary.”
Capitulating the idea that advancement of medical science requires division of expertise, Williamson described the
state of Pharmacy in the United States as neglected, and he attributed this in part to the superficial study of pharmacy
by physicians. Thus the dividing pharmacy into its own college elevates the study of this medical science. See Charles
H. LaWall, “The Founding of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science,” American Journal of Pharmacy 93,
no. 3 (1921): 167–183, and quotation from page 178.
25. After Wood, the Professorship of Materia Medica and Pharmacy was held by Robert Eglesfeld Griffith (1798–
1850), Joseph Carson (1808–1876), and Robert P. Thomas (1821–1864). After Bache, the Professorship of Chemistry
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freedom to regulate their own trade and credential their own apprentices, curiously it was medical doctors who were appointed as authorities over the formal education of the next generation
of pharmacists.
4.3

Joseph Carson and the Divisions of Labor

Jackson sought to instruct his pharmacy students in the general arts of medicine: “if pharmacology be the science we would wish to cultivate and improve, a general knowledge of botany,
chemistry, anatomy, physiology, pathology, therapeutics, and even the theory and practice of
medicine, is indispensable to a complete acquaintance, in all its aspects, with a remedial agent.”
In teaching his students the rudiments of medical practice, Jackson was trying to impress on them
the dependence of doctors on skilled pharmacists to make consistent preparations from genuine
articles of materia medica.26 If doctors could not depend on apothecaries to know and dispense
the chemicals and botanicals that doctors recognized as important therapeutics, then the diviwas held by William R. Fisher (fl. 1841–1842), Robert Bridges (1806–1882), and William Procter (1817–1874); see
England, The First Century of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, 1821–1921, 116–120, 124–125, 139–140, 345–346.
All these men, except Procter, were medical graduates from the University of Pennsylvania. And among the
doctors who taught at College, most left to join the University of Pennsylvania or some other medical school. Griffith
left to teach at University of Virginia, Bache left for the Jefferson Medical College, and the Robert Bridges taught at
the short lived Franklin Medical College.
Biographical information for these professors can be found in James A. Marcum, “Jackson, Samuel (1787–1872),
Physician and Medical Educator,” in American National Biography (Oxford University Press, February 2000); Joseph
Carson, A Discourse Commemorative of the Life and Character of Samuel Jackson, M.D. (Collins, 1872); Henry Grady
Rooker, “A Sketch of the Life and Work of Dr. Gerard Troost,” Tennessee Historical Magazine 3, no. 1 (1932): 3–19;
Benjamin H. Coates, “Notice of Benjamin Ellis,” American Journal of Pharmacy 3 (1832): 345–352; David L. Cowen,
“Wood, George Bacon (1797–1879), Physician and Medical Author and Teacher,” in American National Biography
(Oxford University Press, February 2000); “Dr. Franklin Bache, Obituary,” American Journal of Pharmacy 36 (1864):
276–277; “Dr. Robert Eglesfeld Griffith, Obituary,” American Journal of Pharmacy 22 (1850): 287–288; Nydia M. King,
“Primary Sources in the History of American Pharmacy Available Online, #2: A Universal Formulary (1850) by R.
Eglesfeld Griffith,” Pharmacy in History 54, no. 2 and 3 (2012): 92–93; William S. W. Ruschenberger, “Obituary Notice [for Joseph Carson],” The American Journal of the Medical Sciences 73 (1877): 568–570; “Dr. Robert P. Thomas,
Obituary,” American Journal of Pharmacy 36 (1864): 277–280; Joseph Carson, “Necrology [on Dr. William R. Fisher],”
American Journal of Pharmacy 14 (1743): 248–249; William S. W. Ruschenberger, “Obituary Notice of Dr. Robert
Bridges,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 21, no. 115 (1884): 427–447; Gregory J. Higby, “Procter,
William, Jr. (1817–1874), Pharmacist and Educator,” in American National Biography (Oxford University Press, February 2000); Gregory J. Higby, In Service to American Pharmacy (University of Alabama Press, 1992).
26. Samuel Jackson, “On the Condition of the Medicines of the United States; and the Means of Their Reform. An
Introductory Lecture Delivered in the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,” The Philadelphia Journal of the Medical and
Physical Sciences 5 (1822): 213–214.
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sion of labor between the two professions breaks down. Physicians would become limited in
their practice and pharmacists would have no clients.
Jackson left the College in 1827 to begin teaching at the University of Pennsylvania, and
lectured medical students like Ruschenberger in physiology and the practice of medicine.27 One
such student was a former apothecary apprentice and amateur naturalists: Joseph Carson (1808–
1876). After he graduated in 1826 from the University of Pennsylvania with a degree in arts, he
worked for the drug wholesaler Edward Lowber. There Carson was inspired to pursue botany. In
short time, he began private studies under Dr Thomas Hewson and attended courses at University
of Pennsylvania’s medical department. Graduating with Ruschenberger in 1830, Carson took
a voyage to the East Indies the next year, employed as surgeon on board the brig Georgiana
captained by John Land.28 During his travels, Carson wrote in his journal that he “played both
the part of Merchant and Doctor.”29 The trip lasted less than a year, and once back in Philadelphia
he established a private practice and remained in the city for the rest of his life. In 1835 Robert
Eglesfeld Griffith (1798–1850) left Philadelphia to teach at the University of Maryland, and the
trustees of the College of Pharmacy elected Carson to fill his place.
In an introductory lecture on materia medica given in 1839, Carson was specific about
the role natural history and the arts of botany played in pharmacy. Carson explained how the
superficial features of plants that Linnaeus’s system used set species into classes and orders that
could be useful guides for identifying the therapeutic activity of medicinal plants. He gave as an
example the order Cruciferæ: “they universally possess stimulating, pungent, and acrid properties, which appertain to a votatile substance; they contain a large proportion of azote; hence their
purgency has been attributed to ammonia.”30 Carson cautioned his students against the “extension of this method,” to assume all plants of an order share the same medicinal principles. The
Linnaean system was an artificial one, “not perfect,” and could not be universalized as a law of
27. Carson, A Discourse Commemorative of the Life and Character of Samuel Jackson, M.D..
28. Ruschenberger, “Obituary Notice [for Joseph Carson],” 568.
29. As quoted in David L. Cowen, “Carson, Joseph (1808–1876), Physician and Botanist,” in American National
Biography (Oxford University Press, February 2000).
30. Joseph Carson, “Introductory Lecture to a Course of Lectures on Materia Medica, Delivered at the Philadelphia
Medical Institute,” Medical Examiner 2 (1839): 359.
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Figure 4.1: Joseph Carson, medical educator and naturalist. Photograph from U.S. National Library of Medicine, Digital Collections, http://resource.nlm.nih.gov/101411694.
pharmacy.31 But Carson did not believe the sole benefit of botanical study was its usefulness for
discovering similarities among materia medica, rather Carson thought it advantageous for students to learn “the simple and chaste nomenclature of Botany, where vegetable productions are
concerned, for the obscure and perplexing names formerly used.”32 And because so much of the
drug trade was in those very parts of the plants Linnaeus and other botanists labored over to
construct their taxonomies, a botanical eye was key to sorting out genuine articles from fakes.
Carson went even farther, taking up a position not unlike Barton some thirty years earlier:
“the introduction of new medicines will be materially aided by” the collection and description of
botanical articles that the pharmacist will encounter everyday in his trade.33 By establishing the
College to regulate the profession and appointing doctors to instruct pharmacy students, Carson
31. This attitude towards systems is part of a broader trend in medical discourse during the second quarter of the
nineteenth century, where systems were considered too prone to dangerous extremes, as detailed in ”Epistemology,
Social Change, and the Reorganization of Knowledge” Warner, The Therapeutic Perspective, 37–57.
32. Carson, “Introductory Lecture to a Course of Lectures on Materia Medica, Delivered at the Philadelphia Medical
Institute,” 360.
33. Ibid.
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(like Jackson) saw the promise of putting pharmacy in proper relations to physics. For Carson, the
nomenclature of natural history permitted pharmacists and doctors to unambiguously identify
therapeutic articles. In 1839, Carson addressed the graduates of the College, explicitly laying out
the station pharmacists held in the past and should aspire to in the future:
The first naturalists and natural philosophers were pharmaceutists, who entered upon
an exploration of the material world, solely with the desire to add to their facilities of
practice. With so extensive a field, it would not be otherwise than that an abundant
harvest of discovery should reward the labor of observation and experiment, and
that knowledge, general as well as particular in its application, should be elicited; to
this is to be traced the birth of Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Mineralogy, and Natural
Philosophy, the branches of which Pharmacy is composed.34
How could American pharmacists achieve the reputation that enjoyed by the ancients?
Young pharmacists were invited to participate in the advancement of therapeutics by building up
the material and literary resources of natural history.
. . . the groundwork only has been laid of the edifice to be built hereafter; the materials
you at present possess are not sufficient for its completion; a larger amount must be
collected, and they can only be procured by sedulously cultivating the same pursuits:
the just proportion into which they will be moulded, the degree of finish that will be
communicated, will be indicative of your ability and industry.35
Carson explained that in dividing labor, different professions are able to excel in different domains of knowledge. The pharmacist should collect the materials for therapeutics, guided
by advances in general and professional knowledge—“in a word, it is important that he should
be a reader.”36 Pharmacists should read the journals of the College and the publications of other
pharmacists, but he should not exclusively dwell on his science or business. “He should make to
contribute to his improvement a variety of information, which, by extending his ideas, and increasing his powers of usefulness, will enable him to become a more valuable member of society,
without endangering inattention to his main pursuits.”37 Here Carson was gesturing broadly, but
34. Joseph Carson, “Address Delivered to the Graduates of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,” American Journal
of Pharmacy 11 (1839): 91.
35. Ibid., 94.
36. Ibid., 96.
37. Ibid.
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from his own writing and the writing of others in the College’s Journal, we can infer that popular non-fiction that directed America attention abroad was considered just such a place where
pharmacists could find novel articles of materia medica, as we shall see shortly.
Carson concluded his address reiterating that modern knowledge is built on a modern
configuration of the sciences. Divisions of labor were essential to the advancements of science.
Linnaeus and Jessieu depended on “subsidiary assistance freely procured by them from humbler
laborers,” and Lavoisier, Dalton, and Gay-Lussac were “aided by antecedent and cotemporary
operatives.”38 Pharmacy in the United States, so recently separated from work of the physician,
then called for both professions to understand their relations and how to advance their respective
sciences.
4.4

Scholars at the Center: Material In, Literature Out

Alongside his election to the chair of materia medica and pharmacy at the College of Pharmacy
in 1836, the trustees appointed Carson to the position of editor of The American Journal of Pharmacy.39 Griffith, who had held both positions before Carson, had initiated a series of articles titled
the “Medico-Botanical Notices,” of which thirteen were issued. As Griffith explained in “Notice
No. 1,” the purpose of this series was to “give short notice of the botanical characters and pharmaceutical uses of such plants employed in medicine as are least know, or on which any thing
new can be offered.”40 The “Notices” were open to any source, but chiefly included information
gleaned from foreign journals, popular publications, and communications to the editor. “Notices”
often compiled two or three different sources with the opinions of medical practitioners, and offered novel articles of materia medica for consideration by physicians and drug sellers.41 We will
38. Carson, “Address Delivered to the Graduates of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,” 97.
39. “Minutes of the College of Pharmacy” The American Journal of Pharmacy 8, 1836:254.
40. Robert Eaglesfield Griffith, “Medico-Botanical Notice. No. 1,” American Journal of Pharmacy 5 (1834): 287.
41. Take for example, Anthemis cotula, the first item ibid. A native plant that grows “abundant in most uncultivated fields,” Griffith cited William P. C. Barton’s writing on American materia medica, listed qualities observed by
doctors that have used the plant, and gave a recommendation by “a distinguished physician” who “has employed the
Anthemis for a long time. . . in military and private practice.”
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examine a few of the “Notices” here to capture the broad class of concerns naturalists like Griffith
and Carson hoped to communicate with professional pharmacists.
“Notice No. 3” addressed exclusively the botanical identity of the genuine jalap of commerce, and whether it was Linnaeus’s Convolvulus Jalapa or John Redman Coxe’s (1773–1864)
Ipomoea jalapa.42 This notice was inspired by Coxe’s publication on the “officinal jalap,” and living specimens of the plant he had imported from Mexico, and which Thomas Nuttall (1786–1859)
had grown in his Massachusetts greenhouse.43 These plants were different from the descriptions
of Conolvulus jalapa, so often identified as the imported jalap, and thus Coxe gave his live specimens a new name, Ipomœa jalapa. Griffith’s “Notice” laid out the fine distinctions botanists
recognized as significant between the species of jalap, and synonyms proposed by various authors. Griffith suggested that further investigations in the differences between these species was
needed to establish which one was the therapeutic jalap. Griffith pointed out that one difference discovered by Nuttall between the species, was that the plant he grew lacked therapeutic
properties—a fact Nuttall had interpreted as evidence that he did not have the true jalap. However, Griffith found that specimens of the root from Mexico grown in Philadelphia did present
therapeutic qualities, and therefore the difference Nuttall observed was caused by the place of
cultivation. Griffith explained that “the effect of climate or cultivation in modifying the properties of vegetables” can cause plants to lose therapeutic effect when transplanted from one local
to another. Griffith highlighted that the relationship between natural history of a plant and its
place and mode of cultivation as these factors determine therapeutic activity, and thus a concern
for pharmacists when dealing in the material of their trade.
“Notice No. 3” was unique in its exclusive focus, because most of the “Medico-Botanical
Notices” dealt briefly with many different subjects by summarizing or excerpting from other
publications. “Notice No. 4” is a typical example. It includes a description of benzoin from John
Crawfurd’s (1783–1868) History of the Indian Archipelago, a note from the papers of Meriwether
42. Robert Eaglesfield Griffith, “Medico-Botanical Notice. No. 3,” American Journal of Pharmacy 6 (1834): 118–121.
43. John Redman Coxe, “Some Observations on the Plant that Produces the Officinal Jalap,” American Journal of
the Medical Sciences 5 (1830): 300–307.
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Figure 4.2: Drawings made by John Redman Coxe of a specimen of Ipomœa jalapa grown in his
Philadelphia garden, from Coxe, “Some Observations on the Plant that Produces the Officinal
Jalap.”
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Lewis on the specimen of Hydrastis canadensis he collected during his expedition with William
Clark, and a notice of interest on the poisonous Petiveria foetida “that is employed in Brazil in
paralysis of the limbs.”44 The note and specimen from Lewis indicates the extent to which items
circulated among naturalists in Philadelphia, as the history of Lewis and Clark’s herbarium is
just such a story—this item traveled through the hands of Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826) to Benjamin Smith Barton, who planned a great work on American flora. From Barton, such a specimen
could have passed into the hands of Henry Muhlenberg, whose herbarium was deposited at the
Academy of Natural Sciences in 1816, or into the hands of William P. C. Barton (1786–1856), who
inherited the elder Barton’s herbarium upon his death.45 The community of naturalists, physicians, and apothecaries of Philadelphia was interwoven, and it was through these connections
that Griffith had the material to publish. As such, in “Notice No. 5.,” Griffith mentioned Ruschenberger’s presentation of matico in the same journal issue in which Carson published on Erythræa
chilensis—a plant he was familiar with through his friendship with Ruschenberger.46
Ruschenberger and Carson were partners in the collection and circulation of objects of
natural history. In fact, their first contributions to pharmacy were joint in nature. In 1834, after
Ruschenberger had returned to Philadelphia, he provided Carson with specimens of a plant used
by Peruvian Indians. When infused in water this plant could be used as a mild tonic, which is
what Ruschenberger had done when he used it aboard the Falmouth. Carson identified this plant
to be Erythræa chilensis, and published its description in the American Journal of Pharmacy.47
The article closed by advertising that Erythræa chilensis was available for purchase at Franklin R.
Smith’s drugstore. Carson noted in 1843 that Ruschenberger had brought several barrels of the
Erythræa chilensis back from South America and made use of it at the Navy Yard medical offices.48
Commercial lines of supply could be retraced to the lines of natural history collection, indicating
the close relationship between these two activities as introduced in the previous chapter.
44. Robert Eaglesfield Griffith, “Medico-Botanical Notice. No. 4,” American Journal of Pharmacy 6 (1834): 199–200.
45. James A. Mears, “Some Sources of the Herbarium of Henry Muhlenberg (1753–1815),” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 122, no. 3 (1978): 159.
46. Griffith, “Medico-Botanical Notice. No. 5,” 286; Carson, “On the Erythræa Chilensis.”
47. Ibid.
48. “Minutes of the Pharmaceutical Meeting,” American Journal of Pharmacy 16 (1844): 314.
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The opportunities that Carson had to publish on botanical specimens and articles of materia medica collected by travelers abroad were not without reciprocity. In an obituary to his
friend, Ruschenberger maked a point of how generous Carson was with knowledge: “he had accumulated, by extensive reading and intercourse with intelligent men at home and in different
parts of our country, large stores of precise and miscellaneous information from which he drew
freely on appropriate occasions.”49 This virtue was enable by the extent to which his friends were
generous with him. In 1833 Carson joined the Academy, and throughout his life he contributed
to all the departments of natural history. And it was from the Academy’s collecting network that
material in medical natural history were drawn for Carson’s publications. In the department of
medical entomology, Carson described in 1837 a new species of blister beetle (Lytta) collected in
Chile—from an apothecary in Valparaiso who put it into the hands of a “Dr. Styles.” From this
doctor it passed to Ruschenberger, who in turn delivered the insect to the naturalists of Philadelphia.50 This specimen might have been among the donations Ruschenberger made on October
21, 1834, which included Lytta from Concepción, Eruthroxylon Coca from Peru, a plant used to
cure gout, Chironia Chilensis, and the lung of a mummified Peruvian.51
By the time that Carson wrote on the Lytta of Chile, Ruschenberger was already halfway
through his East Indies voyage. But he was not without aid from Philadelphia, for on the eve of
his departure the gentlemen of the academy arranged that supplies were placed on board his ship
for collecting and preserving plants, insects, and other objects of natural history.52 In the months
that followed, Ruschenberger shipped many boxes of specimens from the East Indies and South
Pacific.53 And among the items that Ruschenberger procured, Carson wrote on the Indian opium,
Indian cinnamon, and red sarsaparilla.54 And as editor, Carson excerpted from A Voyage Round
49. Ruschenberger, “Obituary Notice [for Joseph Carson].”
50. Joseph Carson, “Notice of a New Species of Lytta,” American Journal of Pharmacy 8 (1837): 265–266. An item
that likely came with the Lytta was a specimen of Drimys Chilensis which was described ten years later in Joseph
Carson, “Drimys Chilensis, the Winter’s Bark of Chili,” American Journal of Pharmacy 19 (1847): 81–82.
51. “Minutes and Related Documents, 1834.”
52. Correspondence from William S. W. Ruschenberger at New York to Samuel George Morton, April 21, 1835, B
M843, Samuel George Morton Papers.
53. “Minutes and Related Documents, 1836,” See entries for October 27.
54. Joseph Carson, “Note on India Opium,” American Journal of Pharmacy 21 (1849): 193–206; Joseph Carson, “Note
on India Cinnamon and Red Sarsaparilla,” American Journal of Pharmacy 21 (1849): 296–297.
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the World details on cloves and cinnamon.55 It is from this editorial decision that we can infer that
when Carson implored students of pharmacy to “be a reader,” he gestured toward the growing
market of travel narratives that detailed the natural productions of foreign countries—essentially
the business of the drug wholesaler and supercargo.56
Ruschenberger was not the only person to contribute to Carson’s work. In 1837 Carson
published a two part disquisition upon the plants that yield the material senna, for which commercial senna comes under regional names (Alexandrian and Indian). Carson’s intent here was
to provided botanical clarity on senna by enumerating the species of Cassia, as well as other plant
material sold under the commercial name. Along the way, Carson included a new variety recently
communicated to the Academy of Natural History found growing in Western Africa. Noticed by
Dr. Ezekiel Skinner (1777-1855), a Philadelphia physician and agent for the American Colonization Society, Carson remarked that the proper name for this variety would be Cassia skinneri.57
In 1838 Carson reported on promising developments on the subject of the true jalap. Marmaduke
Burrough (1797-1844), a long time member of the Academy of Natural History and U.S. Consul at
Vera Cruz, sent to Philadelphia a number of specimens of the Mexican variety. Under cultivation
in the garden of Wood, Carson declared that the description of this plant “must settle the mooted
question among botanists.”58 Other contributors to Carson’s medico-botanical notes were many
naval surgeons, local merchants, former graduates of the College of Pharmacy, and physicians
resident in South American.59
55. William S. W. Ruschenberger, “Notices of the Clove and Cinnamon,” 10 (1838): 177–187.
56. Carson, “Address Delivered to the Graduates of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy,” 96.
57. Joseph Carson, “Notes on the Species of Cassia which Yield the Senna, [Part 1],” American Journal of Pharmacy
8 (1837): 177–187; Joseph Carson, “Notes on the Species of Cassia which Yield the Senna, [Part 2],” American Journal
of Pharmacy 8 (1837): 266–270. On Skinner’s career in West Africa, see Charles Henry Huberich, “Chapter XIII:
Administration of Ezekiel Skinner, 1835–1836,” in The Political and Legislative History of Liberia, vol. 1 (Central Book
Company, 1947).
58. Joseph Carson, “Notice of the True Jalap Plant,” American Journal of Pharmacy 10 (1838): 29.
59. Joseph Carson, “Observations on Zamia Integrifolia—the Plant which Affords Florida Arrow Root,” American
Journal of Pharmacy 14 (1842): 22–26; Joseph Carson, “Minutes of the Pharmaceutical Meeting,” American Journal of
Pharmacy 15 (1844): 251–252. Edward Donnelly was a former graduate of the College of Pharmacy, who moved to Rio
de Janeiro and forwarded to Carson a copy of the Formulario ou Guia Medica do Brazil written by “Dr. Chernoviz;” see
Joseph Carson, “Notice of Some Brazilian Drugs,” American Journal of Pharmacy 17 (1845): 81–86. Carson retired from
the position of editor of the Journal of Pharmacy in 1850, but continued transmitting intelligence on materia medica
to the subsequent editor; see Joseph Carson, “On the Sources of Balsam of Peru,” American Journal of Pharmacy 32
(1860): 296–301.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In 1832, when Franklin R. Smith handed George W. Norris, resident at the Pennsylvania Hospital, samples of the oil of Joannesia prenceps, the physician was able to characterize its effect. By
means of clinical experiments, he found that 50 drops induced evacuation, and that like other
plants of its class (Euphorbiaceæ), it caused nausea.1 In the 1850s, when two young Philadelphia
physiologists, Silas Weir Mitchell (1829–1914) and William Alexander Hammond (1828–1900),
were interested in investigating the effects of various poisons, Carson was able to provide them
with specimens of “woorara,” the South American arrow poison. Ruschenberger had collected
the arrow poison from South America, and later he provided Hammond with a specimen of upas,
an East Indies poison, for further experimentation.2 In 1851, William Proctor, Professor at the
College of Pharmacy, received specimens of the poisonous “sassy bark” with the plant’s leaves
and fruits from an American doctor in Liberia. Identifying the species to be Erythrophleum judiciale, the bark was handed to Mitchell and Hammond, who again conducted animal experiments
to characterize the effects of the poison.3 In that same decade, a young American doctor from
New York visited Paris and experimented with South American plant poisons, not only using
1. Smith, “On the Anda Gomesii.”
2. William A. Hammond and Silas Weir Mitchell, “Experimental Researches Relative to Corroval and Vao—Two
New Varieties of Woorara, the South American Arrow Poison,” The American Journal of the Medical Sciences 38 (July
1859): 13–60; William A. Hammond, “Experimental Researches Relative to a Supposed New Species of Upas,” The
American Journal of the Medical Sciences 40 (October 1860): 363–377.
3. William Procter Jr., “Observations on the Sassy Bark of Western Africa and on the Tree Producing It,” American
Journal of Pharmacy 23 (1851): 301–311; William Procter Jr., “On Erythrophleum Judiciale, (The Sassy Bark Tree of
Cape Palmas),” American Journal of Pharmacy 24 (1852): 195–202; Silas Weir Mitchell and William A. Hammond, “An
Experimental Examination of the Toxicological Effects of Sassy Bark, the Ordeal Poison of the West Coast of Africa,”
Charleston Medical Journal and Review 14, no. 6 (November 1859): 721–735.
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specimens available in Paris, but also one that had languished in his family cabinet for fifteen
years.4 All of these details gleaned from medical journals of the period, and found throughout
this thesis, paint a picture of many intermediary collectors—doctors, professors, colonial administrators, slaves, consuls, merchants, and pharmacists—who contributed to the development of
experimental science in the United States.
This thesis has shown that at the start of the nineteenth century, American naturalists at
home actively recruited their peers abroad to collect plants, animals, minerals, and artifacts from
around the world. The amount of control these resident naturalists had over the work of their
correspondents in South American and the East Indies was limited. It was the combination of
opportunity and commitment, and a little luck, that items of interest arrived at the docks of New
York or Philadelphia.
Citizens of the United States were not alone cultivating science in this hemisphere. South
America had its own botanical gardens, natural history museums, and medical schools. Collectors
of natural history were a diverse group of workers, including slaves in Brazil, locals paid by
the mummy in Peru, and apothecaries in Chile. Each of these laborers were links in a chain of
provenance that gave objects of natural history their “thing-y” quality that was so important to
their arrangement in collections or use in laboratories.
Though a great deal of this material ended up in the collections of natural history societies or in private cabinets, some of these items entered pharmacies, hospitals, and laboratories
of American chemists and physiologists. The crossing of these different lines of collection, and
these different labors of science, knitted together diverse practices of chemistry, botany, commercial pharmacy, and medical practice. These things in proximity helped to solve questions of
classification and life processes, and gave an early picture of a common life science.

4. John W. Green, “A Short History of the South American Arrow Poison,” American Medical Gazette and Journal
of Health 6, no. 5 (1855): 193–196; John W. Green, “A Short History of the South American Arrow Poison [continued],”
American Medical Gazette and Journal of Health 6, no. 7 (1855): 297–305.
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